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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community
www.bgviews.com

Monday, March 23,2009

Volume 103, Issue 121

introducing the new BG Views

It's an exciting time for newspapers as they are discovering
new uses for the latest and biggest tool in the tool box. The Web
has provided news agencies with
a versatile platform that is broadening the role of journalism. The
BG News has launched a new
Web site that showcases some of
the exciting ways the Internet is
helping newspapers better serve
their readers.
We haven't changed the name

of our publication, just the name of
our Web site. The title "BCi Views''
simply implies that it's not just The
BG News contributing We're pretty
tired of talking to ourselves. Our
goal is to create a network for our
readers to easily consume the news
and to also post what they believe
is worth writing about.
Eventually, the "communities"
portion of the site will take on a
life of its own while we continue
to deliver the news surrounding
s

WEB

"We've developed this new Web portal
with the idea in mind that we offer the
communities that we serve a new means
of communication, furthering the role of
journalism as it evolves into an Internetbased age and companioning our skills
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Reporter

Bob Boriel I Director of Student Publications
A PUF- version of tbo paper is also
available.

Top Stories/The BG News
Read I lie UCJ News online All content
in Tbe BG News can also be found on
the BG Views
network

■ B'owse the PDF archive to look at any
back issues of The BG News
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Event Calendar
Registration is required to post
events at the bgsu.edu site. At
BGViews. anyone can post an event.

Google Map pinpoints the location
of events.
Users may also sign up for a monthly
event calendar newsletter.
Easily integrated with sites such as
eventful.com ar^d others.
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Classifieds

Under "Your Views or the Forum tab
at the top of the page users may post
a topic and see what other readers
an* thinking.
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n
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* Currently all classified ads that
appear in The BG News also appear
on BGViews.com.
■ Soon, users may purchase ads via
the Web.
BGViews accounts will soon be able
to post free classifieds.
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Directory
Photo/Video Views
■ Check oul the latest videos and
feature photos from The BG News.

Find a place to live on our fully
searchable housing guide database
of available listing in the area.

Users may soon have an area to post
their own videos and photos.

See photographs of available listings
and a Google Map of the location.

Users may currently do so through the
Community Blogs.

Restaurant. Entertainment and
Business guides coming soon.

Staff Blogs: "Our Views"
■ Read the latest in Falcon sports at the
BGNews Sports Blog.
■ See what's biting in BG at the BG
News Food Blog.

I

■ Get your dose of pop culture at the
Culture Shock Blog.

Community Blogs: "Your Views"

i Http Wanted
0H*rad

i Barnaul tank

Contact Ken Edwards at ken@bgviews.com for more information.

k

The cases of little schools taking
down big schools aren't restricted
to the NCAA Tournament.
With a dramatic come-frombehind victory yesterday, the
women's basketball team sleighed
the Big East's Syracuse 72-69 in second-round WNIT action.
"We're absolutetythrilledtocome
away with that victory," coach Curt
Miller said. "It's not often we get a
BCS school to come play here, and
we took advantage of our opportunity."
The postseason win vaults them
into the third round of the WNIT,
where they will meet the Indiana
Hoosiers,
The game started off rough for
See WOMEN | Page 2

In Northwest Ohio, the weather
can change in a blink of an eye
and severe weather can pop up
out of nowhere. Knowing what
to do when a storm hits can be
crucial information.
This week is Spring Severe
Weather Awareness week
throughout Ohio and the goal
is to get residents prepared for
dangerous weather.
Director of Emergency
Management of Wood County
Brad Gilbert advises residents to
be aware of their surroundings.

9 Uov/nlojd PDF
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By Jason Jones
Assistant Sports Editor

Reporter

■ Sign in through Facebook. AIM.
Yahoo. Wordpress. Google and
OpenID

i

Women advance to
third round of WNIT

By Austin Arnold

■ Want to post photos and the latest
happenings for your organization or
topic of interest? Create your own
blog and get exposure on BG Views.

Ot-cwnpus Homing
• Forum. Dwactorv

See VOTE | Page 2
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AT BGVIIWS.COM: To see the

[^ video recap of this weekend's second" round WNIT game between BGSU and
Syracuse. go to wwwbgviews.com

For severe weather,
ones surroundings are key

■ Allow our readers to be contributors

CAMP

All the efforts of the Coalition
for Undergraduate Student
Government Reform over the past
weeks have come full circle and
now their efforts will potentially
let ever)' student have a voice.
On Friday. March 27, an online
vote will be conducted on whether undergraduate students will
have to pay a S60 semester fee to
help fund the Stroh Center starting in 2011.
The vote will be online through
students' MyBCiSU accounts and
will commence for a 24-hour
time period starting at midnight
and ending Friday at 11:59 p.m.
Voting "no" means students do
not want to repeal the resolution
and agree with USG's original

decision to have future students
pay the fee.
Voting "yes" means students do
want to repeal the resolution and
not have future students pay the
S60 fees—essentially telling the
University to find the S23 million
deficit remaining of the S36 million project elsewhere.
While the Coalition as a group
is neither for or against the
Stroh Center, the members were
upset about the voting process
and the lack of student opinions
expressed regarding these fees,
including having only 21 of the
current 40 senators take part in
the vote. Most of the absent senators were not able to vote due to
not fulfilling their required office

Calendar is easily searchable.

0 Top Stories

Forums

Date set for student vote
on Stroh Center fee
ByAndyOuriel

with social media networks."

BGViews
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USG referendum
petition passes

"If you are out in the open,
such as outside or in your car,
and severe weather approaches,
the best thing to do is to get
inside. Lightning and flying
debris can easily cause injury
and death, so find a building
nearby and seek shelter there,"
he said.
The Ohio Committee for
Severe Weather Awareness Web
site lists some precautions and
basic safety tips for when bad
weather hits. First, develop a
household or building disaster

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS, UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

Dude,
if
we lived at
Copper Beech...

...we'd have it all
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

FREE Internet
> Shuttle service to
bars on Friday
FREE cable
Saturday nights
FREE private shuttle
> Full-size was
Private baths
and dryer
Furnished if needed
- and much more.
Full-size dishwasher
Full-size washer
and dryer

>FREE

See WEATHER | Page 2
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BLOTTER
THURSDAY.
MARCH 19
11:37 A.M.
A juvenile was arrested for possession of drug paraphernalia.

FRIDAY, MARCH
20
12:30 A.M.
Steven Linder. 19. of Marion. Ohio.
was cited for open container of
alcohol and underage possession
of alcohol. Brandon Taylor. 18. of
Marion. Ohio, was cited for underage possession of alcohol and open
container of alcohol after he was
observed behind Kamikazi's Bar
holding a plastic cup containing
beer.
1:30 A.M.
Nicholas Retay. 20. of Cleveland,
was arrested for underage drinking
and littering after he was seen trying
to throw a plastic cup containing an
alcoholic beverage into a bush.
9:52 A.M.
Adam Kulwicki. 29. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for operating a
vehicle under the influence, failure
to maintain reasonable control and
not stopping after getting into an
accident.
10:19 A.M.
Complainant reported an unknown
person threw a pool ball through
her front window on Troup Avenue,
breaking two panes of glass and the
screen, as well as denting an interior
wall.
11:11 A.M.
Complainant reported an unknown
person broke off his mailbox and
threw it into his driveway on State
Avenue, causing approximately $100
m damages
2:01 P.M.
Complainant reported a city garbage can. valued at approximately
$50. was stolen from a home on
North Grove Street.

SATURDAY.
MARCH 21
1204 A.M.
Crystal Augsburger. 19. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for underage
drinking after being escorted out of
Uptown Bar for being intoxicated
and underage in the bar She was
found with bloodshot, glassy eyes

and smelled of alcohol.
12:59 A.M.
Matthew Murphy. 19. of North
Ridgeville. Ohio, was cited for
underage drinking and littering after
he was observed throwing a red
plastic cup onto private property.

1:17 P.M.
Complainant reported one of his
renters took all the furnishings from
a house on North Main Street that
belonged to him. The furniture was
valued at $500.

2:00 A.M.
Wesley Warnecke. 22. of Delphos.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly
conduct with persistence after he
was seen harassing multiple female
patrons at Nate and Wally's Fish
Bowl. Warnecke also had to be forcibly removed from the bar and held
to the ground by staff.

10:31 P.M.
Adam Wilhelm. 25. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for discharging a weapon inside city limits after
admitting to shooting a BB gun
at cans on a railroad tie across the
street from East Merry Avenue.

2:14 A.M.
Maurice Rome. 18. of Cleveland,
was arrested for obstructing official
business and assault after running
into an officer and then continuing
to flee from officers after numerous
fights erupted inside and outside
CB's The Beat.
2:40 A.M.
Zachary Lemke. 19. of Beavercreek.
Ohio, was arrested for underage
possession of alcohol after he was
observed picking up and walking
away with a navy blue bag filled with
beer near a trash Dumpster En Lot 1.
2:45 AM
Saleh Alyami, 25. of Bowling Green,
was arrested for disorderly conduct after he was observed being
restrained by a friend in Lot 1
because he was aggressively going
after another subject. Alyami broke
free from his friend and was seen
throwing punches at the subject.
Mohammed Alqahtani. 34. of
Bowling Green, was arrested for
obstructing official business after
trying to pull Alyami away from
officers.
3:00 A.M.
Andrew Kithmji. 27. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for disorderly
conduct with persistence after he
was found arguing in front of Nate
and Wally's Fish Bowl after having
been told by officers to leave the

5:04 A.M.
A juvenile male was arrested for
criminal damaging, burglary and
aggravated menacing after breaking
windows at The Loft and then banging on the front door and breaking
into a house on Lehman Avenue.
8:45 AM.
Complainant reported unknown
persons removed the baskets and
one of the wheels from the two
wagons parked in front of Pioneer
Packing, causing approximately
$1,500 in damages.

SUNDAY, MARCH
22
12:03 A.M.
Kimberly Foust, 19, of Troy. Ohio,
was cited for underage possession
of alcohol after she was observed
on Briarwood Drive holding a can of
beer, which she attempted to hide
behind her back and dropped when
she saw an officer.
12:34 A.M.
Vuk Krkeljic. 19. of Bowling Green.
was arrested for assault and
obstructing official business after
head-butting and punching another
male before running from officers
despite numerous commands to
stop.
12:35 A.M.
Dennis House. 22. of Toledo, was
arrested for open container of alcohol after he was observed standing
in an alley on North Mam Street
holding an open bottle of beer.
2:00 A.M.
Anthony Fields, 12. of Findlay. Ohio,
was arrested for assault and disorderly conduct after assaulting three
subjects at Uptown/Downtown Bar.
Jamie Beutler, 29. of Toledo, was
arrested for disorderly conduct after
he was observed striking bar staff.
2:20 A.M.
Bryon Lawrence. 21. of Toledo, was
arrested for disorderly conduct
after he was observed wrestling on
the ground with another subject.
Lawrence also threw numerous
punches at the other subject once
they got off the ground.
5:16 A.M.
Vivian Becerra. 19. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for underage
drinking and disorderly conduct after
trying to walk into someone else's
apartment on North Church Street.

*

ONLINE: Go to bgviewscom for the
complete blotter list

WEB

the campus and Bowling Green
communities daily. We at The BG
News hope you will find BG Views
much more appealing and easier

to navigate than our former site.
Now The BG News really can be
your news on the BG Views network.

WEATHER

go to a small room such as a
closet or bathroom. Ceilings of
large rooms have the potential to cave in. And, you always
want to stay away from windows, the glass can shatter and
debris can fly in through them
as well," Gilbert explains.
There will be a statewide
tornado this Wednesday at 9:50
a.m. Outdoor warning sirens
will be activated at this time
in Wood County. The National
Weather service will also set
off the NOAA Weather Radio
Alert System at the same time,
to test weather radios as well as
announce the drill.

"This week is designed to get
people thinking about severe
weather and being prepared
because weather conditions
can change rapidly. When
severe weather is in range, stay
alert by watching the news on
television, listening to the radio
and the information is readily available on the Internet as
well," Gilbert said.
Spring Severe Weather
Awareness week ends on
March 28. However, it is
important to be prepared
for threatening weather
throughout the entire spring
season.

"We need to get people
plugged in so they can have their
voice heard," Currie said.
Some USG members agree
with Currie's statements on
enlightening students to vote.
"We want to hear what the
students have to say. This is a
good tiling to have," USG Chief
Administrator Brandon Sallad
said about the referendum.
While Sallad agrees with the
mentality of free speech, he still
stands behind USG's original
resolution.
"I do stick by USG's vote
because they are the governing
body," Sallad said.
While some students may
think the issue is due to corruption within USG, the governing
body does everything it, can to
fully address the students needs,
said Jill Carr, advisor to USG.
"I have been advising USG for
four years and never felt USG
behaves unethically," Carr said.

But having a group like the
Coalition is not necessarily a bad
thing to have on campus, she
said.
"We need mechanism in place
when there is an outside group
that says, wait a minute, we got
a problem we don't agree with
what's happening," Carr said.
"I would support and encourage voicing your opinions if
you feel your opinions were not
heard enough because we want
to hear them," Sallad said.
More details about the vote
will be made public early next
week as press conferences and
rallies will be organized to help
students be educated on the
vote.
The Coalition will also try and
organize a town hall type meeting where they will invite administrators, including President
Carol Cartwright to answer
questions students have on the
funding of the Stroh Center.

half.
The second half was an all out
battle.
BG, led by the extraordinary
play of Prochaska, kept battling
back all half until eventually takingtheleadlateinthe game when
Prochaska nailed one of only four
BG three pointers.
"She was fantastic," Miller said.
"We went to her, and she didn't shy
from the moment"
Prochaska's final totals were 22
points and 17 rebounds, a more
than solid double-double.
On the subject of Prochaska's
final rebound total, McCoy said,
"Wow."
Following the three pointer from
Prochaska, BG built their lead to
four, the biggest lead the Falcons
would have all game
Syracuse then kept matching
them blow for blow, falling behind
by two and then drawing dose
throughout the games closing
minutes.
With just eight seconds remaining, BG led 72-69. Syracuse's Juanita
Ward rushed the ball down court
and found Tasha Harris for a look
from beyond the arc But just as
she let the ball go Prochaska came
sailing in to reject the shot sending the ball out of bounds with just

one second to play.

From Page 1

From Page 1

plan and practice it regularly.
Do not wait for a watch to turn
into a warning before taking
action. In case of a tornado, the
safest place to go is a basement.
If there is no basement in the
building you're in, go to the
smallest room on the lowest
level of the building.
"Below ground is always
best in the case of a tornado,
so go to the basement if your
building has one. If your building doesn't have a basement,

VOTE
From Page 1

hours.
This is why the group held
a rally and acquired over 1,000
signatures through a petition,
which was more than enough to
put this issue on a ballot according to USG's Constitution.
"The rally was a gigantic success," founder of the Coalition
Steve Currie said. "It was good
for free speech and success in
students getting involved."
Currie said without having
informed voters USG made the
wrong choice initially, but now
with his group, democracy can
be attained.
"Voter education is a very high
priority. Not just to get people to
know the facts so they can make
an informed decision, but know
when the referendum is and how
to access the vote," he said.

WIN

From Page 1

BG, as they found themselves
trailing the Orange by 11 points
midway through the first half.
The troubles that plagued BG
early were mainly on offense The
Falcons found it very difficult in
the early going to create and find
open shots. Through the first 13
minutes, BG only managed to hit
three field goals.
But a late first half run fueled
by an aggressive Niki McCoy, who
slashed her way to 20 points on
the night, and some inspired play
by the Falcons helped keep them
in the game.
"Shesteppedupinbigmoments
tonight, and she proved she could
play against elite competition,"
Miller said.
The play of the half was one
that saw McCoy steal the ball and
miss a contested lay up at the
other end. Lauren Prochaska then
hauled in two rebounds before
eventually draining a "fourth
chance bucket" to tie the game
at 36.
Syracuse managed to score
once more before time expired
and took a 38-36 lead into the

Still Syracuse had time for one
last chance at a miracle. Erica
Morrow caught an inbounds pass
and put up a shot that was once
again blocked by Prochaska, sending the ball sailing out of bounds
and propelling BG into the next
round.
But as Anderson Arena roared
and fans began storming the court,
the jubilation felt by Falcon players
and fans alike was replaced by a
very uneasy feeling.
lust out of bounds, a few feet
from where her block had ended
the game, was Prochaska laying on her back with tears in her
eyes.
Prochaska remained down for
about two minutes before being
assisted off the court
"You win and you have all of
these emotions, then you see your
star player down and your heart
just stops," Tracy Pontius said.
The injury is to Prochaska's
right knee, and the severity of it is
not yet known.
It will be a significant blow to
the proverbial stomach of BG if
Prochaska can't play in the team's
third round game
Still, the feeling after the game
was one of triumph.

Event Planning
Workshop Series
Students are invited to attend a series of
event planning workshops to learn how to plan
and enhance events on the BGSU campus.
Publicity
March 25,2009
8-9 p.m., Room 316, Bon en -Thompson Student Union
Getting the word out about an event can substantially improve
your attendance and participation. Come learn effective tools for
getting the audience and response you desire for an event.

Leadership Transitions
April 22,2009
8-9 p.m., Room 308, Howen -Thompson Student Union
The transition from one leadership team to another can have
an impact on future events. In this workshop students will
learn how to navigate this transition with ease.

Contact Information
For any questions about
this series, please contact the
Office of Campus Activities
at 419-372-2343
Sponsored by the
Division of Student Affairs

-^ Office of

Cam
Acti

Division of Student Affairs

BGSU.

CAMPUS

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

GET A LIFE

'Gravity Fiction'

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Monday. March 23.20O9 3

FALCON FANS PACK THE STANDS

Seme events lafcen from eventsbgsuedu

8 am - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #11: BFA Senior
Thesis Exhibit

provides anthology

130 and 131 Union - Gallery Space

8 a.m. II pm

of college writing

Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room
204 Olscamp

BGSU sophomore selected stories for book

11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
By Anthony Phillips

BFA Thesis Exhibition

Reporter

Dorothy Uber Bryan, Willard
Wankelman and BTSU Galleries

4 SpaSeminar in Residence Life
Greek Leadership
Global Village Classroom

7prr.
Go Greek Meetings
318 Union

9 10:50 pm
Monday Night Trivia
Black Swamp Pub

9 - 1":4S p.m
"Quantum of Solace" Movie
Event
206 Union ■ Theater

WHAT A THRICLER': Charles Denl port-,iv Vsn ,in icon Michael Jackson from the
ihem ol 'Iconic Egos" in the fourth annual
EadWatch Fashion show, which tool: place
Friday night in the Union.

Not many 19-year-olds can say
they have worked on an ant holOgy of fiction for college students. However, that is not the
case with sophomore Michela
Greco.
In the summer of 2008, Greco
helped Scott Geisel, a lecturer at
Wright State, on his new ant hology "Gravity Fiction."
Greco worked together with
several other people but was the
only one in college at the time.
"I was part of the advisory
board," Greco said, "I represented the college perspective."
Geisel said he chose Greco
because she had been going to
school at the University and the
linglish department was doing
some pretty advanced things.
"I thought she'd make a verygood choice," Geisel said.
Geisel also said he knew her
before, as Greco's father would
take her to Shakespeare plays
in the summer with Geisel and
his wife.
Geisel employed several
other people for the advisory
hoard, including a retired high
school teacher, a college professor and avid readers.
He said he wanted to get a
range of different readers so he
could make a better product
H it h several different stories.
"1 think we did have a better mix because of that," Geisel
said.
The advisory board's dutywas to read, pick out and lightly
edit the stories for the anthologyGreco said for most ol
the stories everyone agreed
strongly on the same things.
It was only for the contemporary stories where they disagreed.
Greco said she had fun see-

ing how the choices changed
because of her input and the
input of the others in order to
make the book better.
"The goal was to make it
applicable to both students and
teachers." she said.
Geisel came up with the idea
after he co-founded "Mudrock:
Stories & Tales," an academic
literary journal.
Geisel said the anthology was
based on a simple idea: there
are several good undergraduate
writers coming out with great
literature across America, he
said,
"Gravity Fiction" is composed of 13 stories, 10 are from
undergraduates and three are
from graduates who wrote the
stories when they were still in
college.
"It's the first of its type,"
Geisel said.
Geisel said he looked around
foran anthology that contained
only undergraduate work but
could not find one.
Geisel said he hopes in future
editions of "Gravity Fiction" he
will have only current undergraduate work.
Unfortunately, Geisel said,
there was a bad turnout for
nominations this year and
had to pull many local stories,
some of which were published
in "Mudrock." However, Geisel
said he is getting the word out
and sending review copies to
different schools around the
nation.
Geisel said he wants to
have a second edition out by
2011 and will start accepting
nominations in sometime in
2010.
The current version is on sale
at www.amazon.com and features several different types of
stories as well as a commentary
and biography of the writer following each story.

CHRISTINA
MCGINNIS
UVADiinHHWiWn

next WNIT game Thursday at 700 p.m against Indiana at Anderson Arena.

GSS discusses on-campus housing
By Hannah Sparling
Reporter

who live on campus, including
the mandatory purchase of a

University meal plan.
At their last meeting before
spring break, members of the
Graduate Student Senate discussed the possibly of graduate
student housing at the Enclave,
On Friday, they brought the discussion a little bit closer to home
and talked about on-campus
options.
Michael Griffel, director of
Residence Life at the University,
and Andrea Depinct, associate
director, spoke to GSS about
housing in Founders Hall.
Starting this fall, a section of
Founders will be designated
for graduate students only. The
graduate students who choose
to live there will live much
like undergraduate students

Depinet said housing in
Founders would be good for
graduate students because of
the convenience of being close
to classes and also the environment it would provide.
"You would be surrounded by
other graduate students in the
same type of living situation."
she said.
GSS passed a resolution
at tin- meeting in support of
graduate housing on campus.
The resolution also acknowledged, however, that Founders
is not the answer for everyone and expressed support
for continued development of
on-campus graduate housing
options.

At the meeting, GSS also discussed the undergraduate student referendum regarding the
Stroh Center. Graduatestudents
are not able to vote on the referendum, but if it passes they will
still have to pay the same fee as
undergraduates.
GSS President Emmanual
Guillory said if senators
support the idea. GSS can
draft legislation either in
support of or against the
fee and the Stroh Center,
but so far he has not seen
much interest coming from
graduate students.
" It has been an undergrad hot
topic," he said. "It really hasn't
been an issue of concern for us.
Not a single person has talked to
me about any t hing or expressed

any concern.''

BGSU students will begin and end their college careers at the
Stroh Center. BGSU's new 4,700-seat arena will be the site of
graduation ceremonies, student orientation, concerts and
other campus events, and serve as the new home for Falcon

Leave a Legacy

basketball and volleyball.

Undergraduate students are being asked to

Construction of the state-of-the-art facility will

generations of students who helped pay for

begin this fall and be completed in 2011.

student-centered buildings, including:

invest in the future of the University like previous

> The Ice Arena

A Great Time to Build

> The Student Recreation Center

While Ohio and the nation are currently in a
recession, it is actually a very good time for the

> The Perry Field House

University to launch major building programs.

> The Bowen-Thompson Student Union

One of the results of the tough economy is
The student fee will not begin until the building

historically low costs for construction.

opens in 2011. Among current students, only this
year's freshman class will pay the new fee.

Be Green
The Stroh Center will be the most environmentallyfriendly building on campus. The building is being

$14 million of the cost of the Stroh Center will be

designed to meet specifications for Leadership in

paid for with private donations, including a nearly

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification

$8 million gift from the Stroh family.

LEED certification is one of the most prestigious and
recognized ratings for "green buildings" in the world

BGSU

The other $26 million will be borrowed. That debt
will be paid off over time through a student fee of
approximately $50 a semester.

Explore Inspire Achieve

BOWLING

GREEN

STATE
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FULL HOUSE: Bowling Green fans showed up in lull force for yesterdays WNIT game against Syracuse The women will play in their

UNIVERSITY

www.bgsu.edu/strohcenter

FORUM

'This week is Spring Severe Weather Awareness week throughout Ohio and
the goal is to get residents prepared for dangerous weather." [see story, pg. l].

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
"With lots and lots
and lots of homework."

Monday. March 25.2009 4

How are you welcoming spring?

k

"Driving with my

"Wearing flip-flops."

"Fixing my cars

windows down"

air conditioning, in

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

preparation for the

today's People On The

heat."

Street? Or a suggestion for
MATTHEW KOOGIER.
Senior.
Physical Education

c

i *w1r
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JUSTIN PLAYL
COIL1!'.

Everyone has times when the]
just want m n>'i awaj from the
d.iiK grind. Unfortunately, this is
betting harder than ever.
> In the past, many people
■vho wanted an escape weni to
national parks, After all, where
*lse is further away from the
prohlems and responsibilities of
modem societ] than the middle
pf nowhere?
However, modern society,
which cannot abide large tracts
of unpaved land, has begun
to encroach on the middle of
nowhere. According to the
National Park Sen ice Web site,
there are currently 8,500 miles of
road crisscrossing OUI national
parks with a web of concrete.
Thanks to the unrelenting
force- of "progress'' and "development," ii is now possible foi
.campers with KVs, tour busses
loaded with litde old ladies and
minivans full of screaming kids
to drive right up to landmarks
and snap photos, spending a
minimal amount of time away
from necessities like air conditioning.
Yellowstone National Hark, for
example, now looks like Disney
World Visitors who wish to see

the world-famous geysers drive
to a massive parking lot, surrounded by hotels, restaurants
and gift shops, where the\ can
park their cars and actually venture out of their steel-and glass
coffins.

Afterawalkacross the concrete
expanse (trust me. this is the furthest anyone has to walk in the
park), visitors teach a boardwalk,
where they can wail with hun-

dreds of other visitors for Old
Faithful to erupt. So much for
the middle of nowhere.
And (he midcUeofnowhere isn't
just being sacrificed to accommodate "civilized" American
suburbanites; big business is in
on the act. too. According to the
Environmental News Service,
77 parcels of land near Arches
and Canyonlands National Parks
were auctioned off to oil and gas

companies In December 2006.
Although not strictly on park
land, development of these parcels would decrease air quality in
the (larks. Development would
also surround these parks with
pipelines and oil wells, negatively impacting wildlife in the area
(surprisingly enough, animals
don't stay inside park bound
aries). Fortunately, the Obama
administration recognized the
danger of developing these par
eels and halted the sale of land
upon entering office.
A study in the September 200B
issue of "Backpacker Magazine"
found that the most remote area
in continental U.S. is actually
in the heart of Yellowstone — a
grand total of 20 miles from the
nearest road.
lor those of us cursed with living east of the Mississippi, which
is more developed than the
West, the furthest a person can
get away from civilization is only
lo miles, in short, the wilderness
is quickly vanishing.
To protect the wilderness, the
National Kirk Service issupposcd
to swing into action. Created
in 1916, the NPS is required to
"conserve the scenery and the
natural and historic objects and
wildlife therein and to provide
for rbe enjoyment of the same
in such a manner and by such
a means as will leave them
unimpaired for the enjoyment
of future generations." Stripped

By Richard Wood

Ion Stewart is one of the worst
figures in American media and
damaging to our national discourse.
The source ol Stewart's noxious influence is in his ability
to have everything both ways.
On the one hand, he claims to
• be just a comedian, interested
only in entertainment. But
on the other, he clearly commands enormous Influence.
No amount of I O) denials from
Stewart about his status as a
"real" journalist will change
i that.
His interviews with guests
typically feature as many sol

emu monologues as they do
jokes. Inevitably his opinions
are liberal. Throughout eight
years of the Bush presidency, his
administration was the constant
larger of a gleeful Stewart, with
littie said of the Democrats.
Defenders of the show rightly
point out that it's easier to make
fun of those in power than the
Opposition. But has ihe recent
victory of Barack Obama resulted in "The Daily Show" changing targets?
Of course not. Now it is critics
of the administration who are
the constant butt of Stewart's
jokes. His recent showdown
with C.N'BC's lini Cramer, the
business world's version of a
shock jock, is a prime exam-
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recreation of the public
This mission seems fairly
straightforward. However, at
some point in history someone
decided the public would not be
able to enjoy itself too far away
from their cars. After all, what
lorest wouldn't be improved with
parking lots?
Because of ibis, the mission
statement of the Park Service is
now split into two contradictory
tasks: lo "conserve the scenery"
and to "provide for the enjoyment ... of future generations."
Itight now the Park Service has
deemed it more important to
provide the enjoyment of a convenience loving public than protect the wilderness.
Who's to blame for this mix-

KEITH PAKIZ I THE BG NEWS

Liberalism and conservatism,
terms often misunderstod
PHILSCHURRER

ttiMY COLUMNS:

up in priorities? Although the
NT'S is responsible for paving
over our wilderness areas, it is
merely responding lo the public's attachment to conveniences. In the end, the blame resis
solely on our shoulders. We want
air-conditioning, gift shops and
ready-made kodak moments, so
the NPS obliges us.
If we value our nation's wilderness, we can no longer demand
such conveniences from the Park
Sen ice. The parks are supposed
lo be pristine areas of nature
— people who cant handle thai
should not visit them.
lb those who cannot hike, who
hale din and sweat, and who only
want postcard-quality photos
of landmarks: the parks are not
intended for you Stay in your cities, and don't try to "civilize" our
last bastions of wilderness with

more of your pavement
Respond to Justin a
thenewslPlignews.com

pie. The always-self-righteous
Stewart chastised Cramer for
recommending his viewers buy
Bear Steams not-long before its
collapse, and recited the usual
pieiies about the responsibilities of the media.
Wliy was Cramer targeted? It
caul lie that "The Daily Show"
has only recently noticed that
his stock picks aren't always very
good. Politically liberal and an
Obama supporter, Cramer has
not suffered the show's wrath
before. But then he made the
mistake of criticizing Obama's
stimulus package. Now his trustworthiness is suddenly of great
interest to "The Dally Snow.
It should be abundantly clear
to everyone, if it wasn't already,
that Stewart is partisan.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

feedback at bgviews.com.

of official language and political
jargon, the mission of the NI'S is
to prated lire wilderness for the

Jokester sparks more than laughter
The Daily Gamecock

a question? Give us your
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Haul ihe rest of the column
online at lygviews.com

There's a lot of misunderstanding about defining liberalism and conservatism
in modern-day America.
Between the stimulus package, Rush l.imbaugh and
bonuses for executives of
failing companies, there
seems to be much heat but
little light in these discussions.
To bring some clarity to
this subject, allow me to give
my thoughts by citing some
popular statements and giving some observations.
— "Conservatives and
Republicans are the same."
Not
necessarily
true.
Pennsylvania's two senators
Arlen Spector (Republican)
and Bob Casey (Democrat)
hold opposite views on abortion from their respective
political parties. However, it's
generally true that conservalives and many moderates
will find a more comfortable
home in the GOP.
— "Conservatives are for
Big Business, Liberals are
for the 'little guy.'" Too simplistic; one of the fundamental tenants of conservatism is
focusing on the individual as
the source and the object of
political power. The human
person is valued highest, and
government at all levels is
meant to serve the well-being
and promote the general welfare of the individual.
But conservatives understand humans are not perfect. One of the purposes
of government is to protect
us, not only from outside
enemies, but also from each
other.
We have also come to
understand that no business
or activity should be "too big
to fail." If an enterprise like
AIG must be supported by
taxpayer funds because failure would be catastrophic,
there is a systemic defect.
It's not merely greed; all
humans possess that trait
to some extent. One of the

"To bring some clarity to this subject,
allow me to give my thoughts by
citing some popular statements and
giving some observations."
major flaws of AIG is its very
size and supposed indispensability In essence, AIG has
become a monopoly, a status that would have normally
subjected it to governmental
scrutiny and possible breakup. No organization should
have that big a stranglehold
on a national economy.
— "The function of government is to provide for
people what they cannot
provide for themselves."
Sorry, not always. Equality
of opportunity must exist
and be enforced; equality of
result is not attainable.
Any government that
attempts to achieve equal
results among its citizenry
should be held in contempt
and deserves to fail, for it
attempts to regulate, corral and standardize human
effort, imagination and ingenuity — qualities that differ
among individuals. Again,
the emphasis and focus is on
the individual.
Throwing money at every
problem is not only financially and morally wrong,
it's also impractical. The
Roman historian and essayist Plutarch said it best: "The
real destroyer of the liberties of the people is he who
spreads among them bounties, donations and benefits."
The natural tendency of a
conservative is to run whenever these words are uttered:
"I'm from the government
and I'm here to help you."
We're not inclined to trust
a future health care system
to an organization that buys
$400 toilet seats.
— "Conservatives believe
in limited government."
Well, generally yes. But, as
we've learned within the
past year, limited government in the sense of too few
regulations can create more
problems than it can solve.
The key is not too many or

too few regulation; it's now
apparent that we should seek
smart regulation.
It's not merely about the
amount of governmental
regulation; the location of
government is also important. Enter the concept of
"subsidiarity." Subsidiarity
mandates that responsibility and accountability be
pushed down to the lowest
level of government capable
of handling the task.
Reason being, people generally take a greater interest
in and have greater knowledge of local government
than any other level. We tend
to be better acquainted with
the local city council than
some far-away bureaucracy
in Washington.
—"Conservatives believe
in a dog-eat-dog market
economy, such as found in
a Dickens novel." Not completely true; the market
economy has helped more
people than any other economic system in history.
But a Darwinian form of
the market? Hardly. No one
wants a return to sweatshops
and child labor. Not only is it
morally reprehensible, but it
also does not create customers of the workforce. In short,
it's bad business as well as
bad ethics.
Both liberalism and conservatism continue to evolve.
Today's conservative would
not recognize his counterpart from a century ago.
To conserve means to
save, to cherish, and to protect. These days, those are
attributes worth pursuing.
Conservatism has a long and
noble, if somewhat misunderstood, history. Depend on
it to back the individual over
the collective — a position
needed now more than ever.
Respond to Phil at
thenews&bgneuis. com

■ E-mail us at thenews(*>bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
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WANTING TO LEARN: Gustavo Medmna. left, and Angela Ortiz, both originally from Columbia and no* living in the Queens borough ol
New Yotk City, demonstrate during a rally to protest New York city cuts to programs that teach English as a second language last Wednesday
in New York.

Immigrants fearful English classes could
be cut in many budgets nationwide
By D..pti H.j.l.
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — Farzana Morshed
arrived from Bangladesh three
years ago without any real grasp
of English. Her husband had to
help her open a bank account,
an interpreter was necessary
when she needed medical care
and she couldn't go anywhere by
herself for fear of getting lost.
Morshed soon got the language lessons she needed
through her local library and
a community-based nonprofit
organization, and her English
is good enough that she can
work as an interpreter at a
hospital.
But other immigrants around
the country are worried that
they won't have the same
chance as Morshed because
states are slashing budgets
for adult literacy classes — an
important lifeline in immigrant
communities.
The New York state budget
proposed byGov. David Paterson
would cut three programs that
contain an English education
component. The proposed budget takes funding for the three
programs from nearly S13 million down to $8.6 million, a cut
of about 33 percent.
Atthe city level, MayorMichael
Bloomberg's budget proposal
doesn't include two City Council
streams of funding that support teaching English, said
Anthony Ng. deputy director of
policy and advocacy at United
Neighborhood Houses. Those
programs currently receive
almost $7 million.
It's an issue in other parts
of the country as well, said
Margie McHugh, co-director of the National Center on
Immigrant Integration Policy at
the Migration Policy Institute.
She said there is great concern
in several states that budget
shortfalls will cause cutbacks in

adult literacy programs, noting
that it already has happened in
California.
Immigrants in New York hope
the money will be restored by
the time the state and city budgets are finalized. The city programs also were not included in
Bloomberg's proposals in previous years, but they were added
in during the budget process,
Ng said, although not at the
funding levels advocates hoped
to see.
At a rally Wednesday at a park
in the lackson Heights section
of Queens, immigrants spoke
out against the funding cuts and
carried signs reading "Rebuild,
Invest in Adult Literacy" and
"More Education for Parents,
Better Future for Children."
Among them was Gustavo
Medina, 72, wearing a top hat
his granddaughter made for him
that said "We Want To Learn."
The Colombian immigrant
has been taking English classes for the past year, and hopes
enough funding will be there for
another year. He works cleaning
restaurants at John I". Kennedy
International Airport and learning English would help him
find a better job with a better
income.
And that, he said, would be
good for the country, since a
higher income would have him
pay more in taxes. "If I learn
English, more money for Uncle
Sam," he said.
Advocates say t he resources for
teaching English to immigrants
already are vastly outstripped
by demand. At the Shorefront
YM-YWHA of Brighton Beach in
Brooklyn, several hundred students are taking English classes
at any given time and easily that
many more are on a waiting list.
Susan Fox, executive director
of Shorefront, said immigrants
are eager to learn English, recognizing how vital it is not only
for economic advancement but

to be fully engaged in life in the
United States.
"Every cut in the adult literacy
world will mean fewer people
helped," she said.
In California, those cuts are a
reality. Adult education there is
run through two systems, community colleges and programs
administered by school districts,
said Matthew Smith, president
of the California Council of Adult
Education.
The recently approved state
budget cut funds for adult education run by school districts by
15 percent and an additional 5
percent cut is coming, he said.
Also, whatever funds districts
do receive can be used at their
discretion, so they could decide
to use the money to plug holes
in their K-12 programs and
not fund adult programs at all.
Smith said.
"It is that bad here," he said.
Immigrants and advocates
say the need for language classes
is especially important during
an economic downturn. Like
everyone else, immigrants are
trying to improve their skills to
remain competitive in the job
market.
"At a time when immigrant
communities are going to
need these services the most,
they're lessening," said Deycy
Avitia, coordinator of education advocacy for the New York
Immigration Coalition.
Avitia hopes federal stimulus money coming to the state
will make a difference, and said
advocates would be pushing to
make sure immigrant communities were not ignored when
decisions are made on how to
spend those funds.
For Morshed, her newfound
knowledge of English has
changed her life. The first time
she translated fora patient at her
hospital, "I was feeling like Oh
wow, my world is so big now,'"
she said.

PHOENIX — furors who convicted a former janitor of murdering six people and attacking 19 others will begin work
today to decide whether he
should be put to death for the
dozens of random, nighttime
shootings that terrorized the
city in 2005 and 2006.
lurors in the murder trial
of Dale Shawn llausner,
who was found guilty in HO
of 86 charges relating to the
city's Serial Shooter attacks,
are expected over the coming weeks to consider evidence, witness testimony and
victim impact statements
in the case's death penalty
phase, llausner would face
life in prison if he is not condemned.
Samuel Dieteman, a former roommate who testified against llausner, is also
awaiting sentencing after
pleading guilty to two of the
Serial Shooter killings. He,
too, could face the death penalty.
Prosecutors said Hausner
preyed on pedestrians, bicyclists, dogs and horses in
attacks that ended in August
2006 with the arrests of
Hausner and Dieteman at
their Mesa apartment. A total
of eight people were killed in
the random shootings.
Since 2002, Arizona juries
have had the responsibility of
determining whet her a death
sentence is warranted after
first-degree murder convictions in cases where prosecutors seek capital punishment. In the penalty phase,
prosecutors must present
evidence about aggravating
factors and mitigating ciricumstances.
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the kids
By Hannah Sparling and Becky Tener
Reporters
Mori" i li.in .100 dancers ami hikers, along
with luimlreils of moralers and volunteers, stood for 32 hours last weekend at
Dame Marathon to raise- money lor the
Children's Miracle Network at St. Vincent
Hospital.
The slogan ot the event w.is "lor the
kids," uiri i m;; to the children hospitalized at St. Vincent's who would l>enefit
from the money raised.
Iwcim one-month old lenna Gallant
is one of those children.
While lenna's mother, Mindx Gallant,
wasprt^natU with her, doctors diagnosed
lenna with spina hifida and hydroccphalus. These two ennd it ions, as of right now,
are incnrahle, Gallant said.
Spina hifida is when the hack doesn't
completely close around the vertehrae,
and there is a small opening, (iallant said
the opening in lenna's hack was smaller
than a (humhuail, hut it was enough to
cause paralysis from the thigh down
and cause bladder and IMIWCI prohlems
for lenna. Ilydroccphaltis is a condition
involving an accumulation of cerehrospinal fluid on the hrain, which causes
excess pressure inside the skull, lenna
had a shunt put in to release the extra
fluid and pressure from her head down
to her stomach.
lenna has been battling spina hifida
and hydroccphalus since hirlh, hut
Gallant said she has hern putting up a
good fight so far. Her first surgery was
sup|Hised to last four hours, hut lenna
was done after an hour and a half. She
was also supposed to lx' in the hospital
for 30 days after she was horn, but she
was released after live.
"She's been a fighter ever since,"
Gallant said.
(lallanl said one of the hardest parts
about dealing with lenna's conditions is
the unknown.
"Hie worst thing I hate is when |xi>plc
ask me what her prognosis is, because it
makes it sound like she's dying," she said.
"I wouldn't trade lenna for the world,
Imi I'd do anything I could to give her
different legs."
This is lenna's first year as a "miracle

child" for Dance Marathon, hut (lallanl
said they would do it again in the future
if asked. She saiil it is important to her to
gel the word out, not only about the diseases, Inn also alHiut the kids, like lenna,
who have them.
"I want |Kiiple to see her... that she's
normal," (iallaul said.
Stefany lacohy is a senior on the green
team, the team that was dancing for lenna.
This was lacohy's third year participating
in Dance Marathon. She said seeing the
kids and working for them really helps her
put her own life in perspective.
"I've always loved kids a ml it breaks my
heart to see what they're going I hrough,"
she said. "(Dance Marathonl shows us
how hard their life is. We complain ulxml
l»ei ng on our feet for 32 hours, hut they go
through things that are harder than that
every day."
Nicole l.yndes, director of development
for Children's Miracle Network, said the
money raised by Dance Marathon is a
big help not only to lenna hut to all the
kids. The money raised at the event goes
to fund education ami prevention programming, equipment, supplies, games
and even a play area.
"Dance Marathon really touches all
aspects of healthcare," she said. "The
kids who are spending lime at the hospital can have that kind of therapeutic
entertainment."
l.yndes said Dance Marathon is also
important to the children simply hecausc
it's a fun break from hospitals, surgeries
and tests.
"They like to hangout with the college
kids because they feel really cool," she
said. "They fust get so excited because the
11(1 students have so many fun activities
for them."
l.yndes said Dance Marathon is the
largest sponsor of the Children's Miracle
Network at St. Vincent's. Though she has

ENOCH WU

Hundreds of moralers and volunteers in their effort to raise money for the Children's Miracle Network

Fundraiser succeeds
despite poor economy
By Becky Tener

and Hannah Sparling
Reporters

ENOCHWU
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STAYING ACTIVE: Kevin Basch rides
a tricycle during fundraiser.

only lK*en involved with Dance Marathon
for two years, she said she can already see
how important it is.andshcandeveryone
else at the Miracle Network are "endlessly
grateful" for the help and siipixirt.
"I haven't lie™ around lor a long time
at (he hospital," she said, "hut it didn't
lake me long to figure out that BG is a

superstar.''

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

I)

PIAYIN' BALL Mac Teeple plays a game
of ball with his family at Dance Marathon.

'Bikes for Tikes' rides from
Cincy to BG raising funds
By Hannah Sparling
and Becky Tenor

"You're tired, but then

Reporters

at the end of the day

There is more than one way to
get involved in Dance Marathon.
Somestudentsare dancers, some
are moralers and some — are
bikers.
This year 70 bikers were part of
the "Bikes for Tikes" program at
Dance Marathon.
Rather than dancing and
standing on their feet for 32
hours, the bikers rode 180 miles
from Cincinnati to Bowling
Green.
The bikers were driven
from the University down to
Cincinnati on Thursday, and
they spent Friday, Saturday and
Sunday peddling back.
Sophomore biker Phil Flahive
said the bikers spent 5-6 hours
each day biking.
He said parts of the ride were
hard, includinggetting up at 5:30
a.m. and riding up hills, but the

you're thinking you're
making something
better."
HANNAH SMRUN6

Phil Flahive | Biker

THE BG NEWS

BIKING: Part of Dance Marathoa 'Bikes for Tikes." rides 180 miles from Cincinnati back to
Bowling Green over three days

experience was well worth it.

"You're tired, but then at the
end of the day you're thinking
you're making something better," he said.
Sophomore Ashley Pease rode
for the first time this year.
She said the ride was very
exciting and fun. but after long
days HI riding and long nights
of sleeping on high school gym
floors she was pretty sore.
"I think we were more sore
from sleeping on the floor than
from riding," she said.

HANNAH SPAMJN6 I IHEB6NEWS
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32 HOURS OF FUN: Participants of Dance Marathon must stay active for 32 hours straight Over 500 dancers and bikers joined

AT BGVIEWS.COM: Check out a video from this past weekend's Dance Marathon

In a time of falling stocks and
a failing economy, Dance
Marathon was still able to
come out on top.
Dancers, moralers, bikers
and campus organizations
raised $126,239.79 for the
Children's Miracle Network.
That is about one thousand
dollars more than was raised
last year.
lunior Nathan Evins has
been participating in Dance
Marathon for three years, but
he said this year he had to try
much harder to raise money.
He said because of the economy a lot of people couldn't
give as much as they gave in
previous years, and some just
weren't able to give at all.
Evins raised $300 this year,
which is actually about $200
more than he raised last year,
but he said the increase was
due entirely to effort. He said
if he had put the effort in last
year that he put in this year, he
probably would have raised a
lot more.
"It kind of balanced out," he
said. "The economy is going
down, but I tried harder."
Senior Brian Heilmeier,
director of Dance Marathon,
said students like Evins were
not out of the ordinary this
year. He said the drop in the
economy definitely affected
Dance Marathon, but many
students stepped up to the
challenge and increased their
participation and work ethic.
He said students countered
the economic slump by simply
asking more people.
"The number one reason
people don't donate to philanthropies is people don't ask
them," he said. "If you asked
five people last year you probably had to ask 10 people this
year."
Senior Melinda Grooms, the
Sponsorship chair for Dance
Marathon, was in charge of
finding businesses to donate
to the event.
She said the economy did
have an effect on the money
she was able to raise, but it is
hard to tell how big the impact
was.
Grooms said she anticipated
difficulty because of the economy when she started, so she

"I went in expecting
the worst, but I
think things worked
out in the end."
■ -p chair
tripled the amount of sponsors
she reached out to. She said
some long-time sponsors were
not able to give this year, but
she also found some new businesses to donate.
"I went in expecting the
worst, but I thinkthings worked
out in the end," she said.
Overall. Grooms said even
with the economic troubles
it was a pretty good year for
Dance Marathon.
T think it's been a year with
a lot of challenges, but it's all
about your attitude," she said.
"Anything we can give the kids
is something they didn't have
before."
Finance
Chair Alicia
Crawford said fundraising
was difficult this year, but
many students got around the
problem by coming up with
new ways to raise money.
Some students created their
own web pages through the
Children's Miracle Network.
and others used Faccbook to
contact hundreds of people
at once.
"I think it has been a little
discouraging for participants
to feel comfortable asking their
family members and friends,"'
she said. "We have to try to
think of different ways to raise
their money.'"
Crawford said other students made fundraising easier
by simply asking for less from
each person, such as asking
100 people for SI or 20 people
for $5.
"If we make the donations
less then it makes Itheml easier to give." she said.
Crawford said even though
the economic crisis has
affected Dance Marathon, it
is common for the amount
of money raised to fluctuate
from year to year, and it is
important to just stay focused
on the present.
"We just try to raise as much
as we can that year, and we
don't look at how much we
raised last year or the year
before,"' she said.

The who's who of Dance Marathon teams and the kids they sponsored
Compiled by Hannah Sparling and Becky Tener
Reporters

.<

NMftTMt*
Organizations: h2o. Phi Delta Theta and Kappa Kappa
Gamma
Child: Tyler Bolyard
Age: 11
Illness: superior vena cava syndrome, asthma, scoliosis. developmental delay
Child: Maclain (Mac) Teeple
Age: 11

Organizations: Kappa Kappa Psi, Sigma Phi Epsilon,
Alpha Phi, Pi Kappa Alpha and Student Alumni Connectic
Child: A.J. Dyer
Age: 5
lllnass: Autism
Child: Jeanne Dyer
Aga:9
lllnass: Moedius syndrome

lllnass: Burkitt's lymphoma

T

TEAM

Organizations: CRU. Kreischer AB. Kohl Hall. Alpha
Lambda Delta, Phi Sigma Pi and Omega Phi Alpha
Child: Cory Schroeder
Age: 13
Illness: Leigh's disease: hypopituitarism, including
diabetes
Child: Jenna Gallant
Aga: 21 months
lllnass: spina bifida. hydrocephalus

,< TEAM

SMMOTIM*
Organizations: Phi Mu. Rodgers Quad. Sigma Kappa,

Organizations: Chi Omega. Delta Gamma. BGSCEC,

Organizations: PLA. Pre-Nursing Student Organization,

Alpha Tau Omega, Alpha Omicron Pi

Alpha Xi Delta. Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Collegiate 4-H

Kappa Alpha and Harshman CD

Child: Hunter Bute
Aga:6

Child: Larry Schmidt
Aga:4

lllnass: unknown diagnosis

lllnass: Down syndrome, sleep apnea

Child: Chelsey Troutman

PURPLE TEAM

R60TBAM
Organizations: Alpha Chi Omega, Vision, Tau Kappa

Organizations: Kappa Sigma. Phi Kappa Psi. McDonald

Organizations: Kappa Delta. Tau Beta Sigma. Lambda

Epsilon, Alpha Sigma Phi, Delta Zeta, Kreischer CD. Phi

Hall, Gamma Phi Beta. Society of Entrepreneurs and Phi

Chi Omega and Alpha Phi Omega

Kappa Tau and Delta Chi

Beta Phi

Child: Wesley Gehr

Child: Tommy Curtis

Child: Rachel Boes

Aga: 7

Aga: 5
lllnass: Landau-Kleffner syndrome

Aga: 13

lllnass: hydronephrosis, ESRD. kidney transplant

lllnass: ALL leukemia

-
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Dude if
f

we lived at
Copper Beech...

...we'd have FREE Cable
and Internet!
FREE Cable & Internet always included.
> FREE private shuttle
> Private baths
in each bedroom
> Available furnished
or unfurnished
> Full-size washer & dryer
in each unit
> Full-size dishwasher
in each unit

> 4 bedroom town homes
starting as low as
$299 per person
> FREE shuttle service to
experience Downtown BG
Night Life from 10:30pm 2:30am EVERY Friday
& Saturday night
> and so much more.

> Spacious living
at a reasonable price

9.
%SH

"->

ALfe.

TOWNHOME
COMMUNITIES, LLP
2057 Napoleon Rd • 419-353-3300 • www.copperbecchtownhomes.com

DANCE MARATHON
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Moralers and dancers f-S
qet to know the kids
By Hannah Sparling and Brcky Tcnrt
Reporters
Mm i-1 h.i 11.11 HI dancers and bikers, along
with hundreds of moralers and volunteers, stood for 32 hours last weekend at
Dance Marathon to raise money for the
Children's Miracle Network at St. Vincent
Hospital.
The slogan of the event was "for the
kids," referring to the children hospitalized at St. Vincent's wlio would benefit
from the money raised.
Twenty-one-month-old lenna t.allant
is one of those children.
While Jenna's mother, Mindy Gallant,
was pregnant wit h her, doctors d iagnoscd
lenna with spina bifida and hydrocephalus. These two conditions, as of right now,
are incurable, Gallant said.
Spina bifida is when the back doesn't
completely close around the vertebrae,
and there is a small opening. Gallant said
the opening in Jenna's back was smaller
than a thumbnail, but it was enough to
cause paralysis from the thigh down
and cause bladder and bowel problems
for lenna. Hydroccphalus is a condition
involving an accumulation of cerebrospinal fluid on the brain, which causes
excess pressure inside the skull, lenna
had a shunt put in to release the extra
fluid and pressure from her head down
to her stomach.
lenna has been battling spina bifida
and hydroccphalus since birth, but
Gallant said she has been putting up a
good fight so far. Her first surgery was
supposed to last four hours, but lenna
was done after an hour and a half. She
was also supposed to be in the hospital
for 30 days after she was born, but she
was released after five.
"She's been a fighter ever since,"
Gallant said.
Gallant said one of the hardest parts
about dealing with lenna's conditions is
the unknown.
"The worst thing I hate is when people
ask me what her prognosis is, because it
makes it sound like she's dying," she said.
"I wouldn't trade Jenna for the world,
|but| I'd do anything I could to give her
different legs."
This is lenna's first year as a "miracle

child" for Dance Marathon, hut Gallant
said they would do it again in the future
if asked. She said it is important to her to
get the word out, not only about (lie diseases, but also about the kids, like lenna,
who have them.
"I want people to see her ... that she's
normal," Gallant said.
Stefany lacoby is a senior on the green
team, the team that was dancing for lenna.
Hils was lacoby's third year participating
in Dance Marathon. She said seeing the
kids and working for them really helps her
put her own life In perspective.
"I've always loved kids and it breaks my
heart to see what they're going through,"
she said. "IDance Marathonl shows us
how hard their life is. We complain about
being on our feet for 32 hours, but they go
through things that are harder than that
every day."
Nicole l.yndes, director of development
for Children's Miracle Network, said the
money raised by Dance Marathon is a
big help not only to lenna but to all the
kids. The money raised at the event goes
to fund education and prevention programming, equipment, supplies, games
and even a play area.
"Dance Marathon really touches all
aspects of healthcare," she said. "The
kids who are spending time at the hospital can have that kind of therapeutic
entertainment."
l.yndes said Dance Marathon is also
important to the children simply because
it's a fun break from hospitals, surgeries
and tests.
"They like to hangout witli the college
kids because they feel really cool," she
said. "They just get so excited because the
BG students have so many fun activities
for them."
l.yndes said Dance Marathon is the
largest sponsor of the Children's Miracle
Network at St. Vincent's. Though she has
only been involved with Dame Marathon
for l wo years, she said she can already see
how important it is, and she and everyone
el seat the Miracle Network are "endlessly
grateful" for the help and support.
"I haven't been around for a long time
at the hospital," she said, "hut it didn't
take me long to figure out that BG is a
superstar."
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fNOCH WU

52 HOURS OF FUN: Participants of Dance Marathon mu- ■
twdmb of morale's and volunteers in their effort to raise money for the CM

Fundraiser succeeds
despite poor economy
By Becky Tener
and Hannah Sparling
Reporters

ENOCH WU

STAYING ACTIVE: Kevin Baschndes
d b cycle during tundiaisei

CHRISTINA MCCINNIS

PLAYIN' BALL: Mac Teeple plays a game
of ball with his family at Dance Marathon

'Bikes for Tikes' rides from
Cincy to BG raising funds
By Hannah Sparling
and Becky Tener

"You're tired, but then

Reporters

at the end of the day
you're thinking you're

There is more- than one way I"
get involved in Dance Marathon.
Some students are dancers, some
are moralers and some — are
bikers.
This year 70 bikers were part of
the "Bikes for Tikes" program at
Dance Marathon.
Rather than dancing and
standing on their feet for 32
hours, the bikers rode 180 miles
from Cincinnati to Bowling
Green.
The
bikers
were driven
from the University down to
Cincinnati on Thursday, and
they spent Friday, Saturday and
Sunday peddling back.
Sophomore biker Phil Flahive
said the bikers spent 5-6 hours
each day biking.
I le said parts of the ride were

hard, including getting up at 5:30
a.m. and riding up hills, but the

lot more.
"It kind of balanced out," he
said, "file cconomv is going
down, but I Hied hauler.''
Senior
Brian
Heilmeier,
director of Dance Marathon,
said students like Evins were
not out of the ordinary this
year. He said the drop in the
Dance Marathon, but many
students stepped up to the
challenge and increased their

HANNAH SPARLING

BIKING: Pan of Dance Marathon. "Bikes for Tikes' ndes 180 miles from Cincinnati back to
Bowling Green over three days

experience was well worth it.
"You're tired, but then at the
end of the day you're thinking
you're making something better," he said.
Sophomore Ashley Pease rode
for the first time this year.
She said the ride was very
exciting and fun, but after long
ilavs of riding and long nights
of sleeping on high school gym
floors she was pretty sore.
"I think we were more sore
from sleeping on the floor than
from riding,"shesaid.

in a time of lulling stocks and
a failing economy. Dance
Marathon was still able lo
come out on top.
Dancers, moralers, bikers
and campus organizations
raised $126,239.79 foi the
Children's Miracle Network.
That is about one thousand
dollars more than was raised
last year.
Junior Nathan Evins has
been participating in Dance
Marathon for three years, but
he said this year he had to try
much harder to raise money.
He ~aid because of the economy a lot Of people couldn't
give as much as they gave in
previous years, and some just
weren't able to give at all.
Evins raised $300 this year,
which is actually about $200
more than he raised las) year,
but he said the increase was
due entirely to effort. He said
if he had put the effort in last
year that he put in this year, he
probably would have raised a

economy definitely affected

making something
better."
Phil Flahive | Biker

•

k

participation and work ethic.
He said students countered
the economic slump by simply
asking more people
The number one reason
people don't donate to philanthropies is people don't ask
them," he said. "II you asked
five people last year you probably had to ask 10 people this
year."
Senior Melinda Grooms, the
Sponsorship chair for Dame
Marathon, was in charge ol
finding businesses to donate
to the event
She said the economy did
have an effect on the money
she was able to raise, but ii is
hard to tell how big the impact
was.

Grooms said she anticipated

HANNAH SPARUNG

AT BGVIEWS.COM: Check out a video Irom this past weekend's Dance Marathon.

difficulty because of the economy when she started, so she

"I went in expecting
the worst, but I
think things worked
out in the end."
tripled the amount ol sponsors
she reached out to. she said
some long-time sponsors were
not able to give this year, but
she also found some new businesses to donate,
"I went in expecting the
vvorst. but I think things worked
out in the end. she said.
Overall, Grooms said even
with the economic troubles
ii was a pretty good year for
Dame Marathon.
"I think it's been a year with
a lot ol challenges, but it's all
about your attitude," she said.
"Anything we can give the kids
is something they didn't have
before."
Finance
(hair
Micia
Crawford said fundraising
was difficult this year, but
many students got around the
problem by coming up with
new ways to raise money.
Some students created their
own web pages through the
Children's Miracle Network,
and others used Facebook to
contact hundreds ol people
at once,
"I think it has been a little
discouraging for participants

to feel comfortable asking their
family members and friends,"
she said. "We have to try to
think of different ways to raise
their money."
Crawford said other students made fundraising easier
by simply asking for less from
each person, such as asking
IO0 people foi SI or _'(> people

for $5,
"II we make the donations
less then it makes theinj easier tu give, she said.
Crawford said even though
the economic crisis has
affected I lance Marathon, it
is common fot the amount
of money raised to fluctuate
from year to year, and it is
important tojusl stay focused
on the present
"We just try to raise as much
as we can thai year, and we
don't look at how much we
raised last year or the year
before," she said.

The who's who of Dance Marathon teams and the kids they sponsored
Compiled by Hannah Sparling and Becky Tener
Reporters

i! t'TEAM
Organizations: h2o. Phi Delia Theta and Kappa Kappa
Gamma
Child: Tyler Bolyard
Age: 11
Illness: superior vena cava syndrome, asthma, scoliosis, developmental delay
Child: Maclain (Mac) Teeple
Age: 11
Illness: Burkitt's lymphoma

TEAM
Organizations: Kappa Kappa Psi. Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Alpha Phi. Pi Kappa Alpha and Student Alumni Connection
Child: A.J. Dyer
Age: 5
Illness: Autism
Child: Jeanne Dyer
Age: 9
Illness: Moedius syndrome

TEAM
Organizations: Phi Mu. Rodgers Quad. Sigma Kappa.
Alpha Tau Omega, Alpha Omicron Pi

TEAM

TEAM

Organizations: Chi Omega. Delta Gamma. BGSCEC.

Organizations: PLA, Pre-Nursing Student Organization,

Alpha Xi Delta. Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Collegiate 4-H

Kappa Alpha and Harshman CD

Child: Hunter Bute
Age: 6

Child: Larry Schmidt
Age: 4

Illness: unknown diagnosis

Illness: Down syndrome, sleep apnea

MDTEAM

TEAM
Organizations: CRU. Kreischer AB. Kohl Hall. Alpha
Lambda Delta. Phi Sigma Pi and Omega Phi Alpha
Child: Cory Schroeder
Age: 13
Illness: Leigh's disease; hypopituitansm. including
diabetes
Child: Jenna Gallant
Age: 21 months
Illness: spina bifida. hydrocephalus

> I MM-TEAM

Child: Chelsey Troutman

HRPIE TEAM

Organizations: Alpha Chi Omega, Vision, Tau Kappa

Organizations: Kappa Sigma. Phi Kappa Psi. McDonald

Organizations: Kappa Delta. Tau Beta Sigma. Lambda

Epsilon. Alpha Sigma Phi. Delta Zeta. Kreischer CD. Phi

Hall. Gamma Phi Beta, Society of Entrepreneurs and Phi

Chi Omega and Alpha Phi Omega

Kappa Tau and Delta Chi

Beta Phi

Child: Tommy Curtis

Child: Rachel Boes

Child: Wesley Gehr
Age: 7

Age: 5

Age: 13

Illness: hydronephrosis. ESRD, kidney transplant

Illness: Landau-Kleffner syndrome

Illness: ALL leukemia
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Falcon
baseball
drops two
of three to
Western

BASKETBALL
BG to host thirdround WNIT game

By Chris Sojlu
and Sun Shapiro
Reporters

Anderson Arena will be the
site for a second WNIT game

Coach Danny Schmitz often refers
to baseball as being a three-phase
game.
To win a game,
all three phasespitching, defense
and hitting—must
be present on the
field.
The
Falcons
(8-10,
1-2
Mid-American Danny
Conference) Schmitz
opened up con- Said his team
ference play last didn't do well
weekend as they in all three
took on Western
phases over
Michigan, (5-13, 21 MAQ the team the weekend
favored to win
the MAC West Division, in a threegame series at Steller Field.
On Friday, BG played well in all
three phases of the game, but on
Saturday and Sunday, a phase or
two were missing.
"Pitching, defense and hitting;
that's what it's all about," Schmitz
said "We're the type of team that
has to have all three phases working [to win a game.|

this year as the Falcons will
take on Indiana Thursday at
7 p.m. The Falcons advanced
to the third round by beating
Syracuse 72-69. and Indiana
advanced after defeating
Dayton 59-57.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The
BG News Sports Blog for
continued coverage of your
favorite Falcons sports teams.
Visit the blog today to see
a video and slideshow from
yesterdays WNIT win over
Syracuse as well as postgame
news and notes. Additionally,
the audio from all postgame
interviews has been uploaded.
vyvAv.bgnewssports.com

OUR CALL

Friday - Falcons: 5, Broncos: 3

Today in
Sports History
1994- Wayne Gretzky
scores record 802nd goal.
1963—Loyola beats
Cincinnati 60-58 in overtime
for men's basketball NCAA
Championship.

QWSTOAM03NNB I IMS BG NEWS
BAD BREAK: Lauren Prochaska is helped off the court by staff members following BG's 72-69 win over Syracuse yesterday in second-round WNIT action as coach Curt Miller loob on.

1957-North Carolina
beats Kansas 54-55 in three
overtimes for men's basketball
NCAA Championship.

The List
It was a day of ups and downs
in Anderson Arena yesterday
as the Falcons defeated
Syracuse 72-69 in the second
round of the WNIT. Here are
the top five stories from the
game:

1. Lauren Prochaska:

Bittersweet
Falcon sophomore Lauren Prochaska injured after win
By Andrew Harner

"When the final buzzer went off and

Sports Lditor

A knee injury has left the star
sophomore in peril for now.
but there has not been an
official report on her health.

2. Home game: The
Falcons will host Indiana
Thursday for third-round
WNIT action at 7 p.m.
3. Big three: Prochaska
(22). Niki McCoy (20) and
Tracy Pontius (19) were the

we knew that we won, it was exciting.

Lauren Prochaska's 22 points
and career-high 17 rebounds
Then you see your star player down in
were an afterthought in BG's
72-B9 win over Syracuse in the
the corner, your heart just stops."
second round of the WNIT yesterday.
lie/ Pontius | Teammate
What was on everyone's mind
after the game was the status of Syracuse retained possession as ted by Prochaska in from of
her knee, which she injured dur- the ball scooted out of bounds the Syracuse bench to end the
ing the final play.
with one second left on the game.
With three seconds left, clock.
While the Falcons celebrated
Prochaska blocked a three-point
Erica Marrow got the their win, the fans roared and
shot by Tasha Harris. However, inbound but was also swat- the band played the fight song,

The Falcons got a hit from every
spot in the batting order except
one and Brennan Smith and Dusty
Hawk combined on a five-hitter as
they beat Western Michigan, 5-2.
Smith, (3-2,2.83 ERA) who threw
111 pitches in the game, pitched
very well as he struck out five, allowing only five hits in seven innings of
work.
"Brennan has been tlirowing the
ball real well," catcher Tyler Elkins
said. "He was just throwing strikes
and getting on top of hitters, mixing it up a lot |and| making good
pitches."
Hawk came out of the bullpen in
relief of Smith in the eighth inning,
striking out two and earning his
first save of the season.
In the game, Elkins, who up to
this point had a hit in 11 straight
games, had four hits and Mark
Galvin and T.J. Blanton added two
apiece, helping BG to a 14 hit afternoon.
Saturday - Broncos: 13,
Falcons: 12

Prochaska landed awkwardly
and laid on the court, grimacing
in pain and holding her right
knee.
Fellow sophomore Tracy
Pontius was one of the first at her
side as Anderson Arena quieted.
"She just grabbed my hand and
was like, 'My knee, Tra,'" Pontius
said.
Niki McCoy ended her celebration prematurely when she saw
Prochaska down on the floor.

The Broncos were able to win
game two of the series 13-12 in a
ten-inning affair.
Ryan Shay tied the game at 12
in the bottom of the ninth with a
two-run home run, but in the top
half of tenth, Western took the lead
for good as they loaded the bases,
taking the lead on a sacrifice fly.
BG had a strong game at the
plate and played nearly flawless
defense, only committing one
error, but the pitching didn't come
through in the loss.

See INJURY | Page 9

See BASEBALL | Page 9

only Falcons to score more
than four points on the day.

Falcons face setback,
lose twice over weekend

4. Free throws: As a
team. BG hit 28-of-31 free
throws which was a big fac-

Xavier cruises past Wisconsin
By Doug Aldan
The Associated Press

tor in their win according to
By Morgan Carlson

Syracuse's coach. Prochaska

Reporter

was 11-of-12.

5. Home crowd:
Anderson Arena was truly the
House That Roars as 2.072
loud fans packed into the
arena yesterday. Curt Miller
said the crowd was great and
very educated.

RACHEl RADWAHSKI I MBGNfr
MOT ALL BAD: Christine Chiraeosta defeated
her singles opponent against Western Michigan

The BG women's tennis team
faced two losses this weekend, including their first MidAmerican Conference match
against Western Michigan
Saturday.
The women also played and
lost to the University of Illinois
at Chicago Friday with a score
of 5-2. The UIC match brought
senior Stefanie Menoff her
77th career singles win, placing her in a tie for third on the
BG singles career list.
Two more singles wins will
give Menoff the record.
At UIC, the Falcons faced
their first loss with a full lineup.
In their past two losses, they
were forced to forfeit matches
t

in sixth singles and third doubles due to injury.
The win for the Flames
improved their non-conference record to 5-5.
The BG/WMU match was
the MAC season opener for
both teams.
The women walked away
with a 6-1 score, giving them
an overall 7-4 record (0-1 MAC).
The win gave the nationally
No. 56 Broncos their 35th consecutive MAC regular-season
victory.
WMU has won the last four
conference championships
and hold a 14-5 record thus far.
At the singles second flight,
Christine Chiricosta defeated
See TENNIS | Page 9

BOISE, Idaho—Xavier needed
only a small window to crack
Wisconsin's plodding defense
and finally pull ahead.
Once the Musketeers broke
through, they smothered any
comeback, holding the Badgers to
25 percent shooting in the second
half of a 60-49 victory yesterday in
the East Regional.
"We didn't lose faith in what got
us here," Xavier coach Sean Miller
said. "We reminded our team that
we have been against styles like
that and it requires a lot of toughmindedness and patience."
Wisconsin controlled the pace
for the first 30 minutes before
Xavier pulled away with a 134 run, then hung on with free
throws and defense even tighter
than Wisconsin's.
The Badgers (20-13) were 16-forV

56 from the floor and made three
of 20 3-point attempts.
"Defense. That's our identity.
We're not going to score 90 points
and outshoot people and we realize that," said Derrick Brown, one
of two Xavier players to score in
double figures.
B.J. Raymond was the other
with 15 points, scoring 12 in the
second half, and C.J. Anderson
pulled down eight rebounds
for fourth-seeded Xavier, which
advanced despite a poor shooting
day. The Musketeers were 18-for46 from the floor and just 18-for26 from the foul line.
The Musketeers (27-7), an Elite
Eight team a year ago, advances
to play top-seeded Pittsburgh —
Miller's alma mater — Thursday
in the round of 16 in Boston.
"We knew we would have to play
See XAVIER | Page 9
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Two Ohio teams fail to
reach Sweet Sixteen
^o. 13 Cleveland
State falls to
No. 12 Arizona
By Steven Win*
The Associated Press

MIAMI—As the final seconds
licked off and Arizona fans chained "Sweet 16," a grinning Chase
Bttdinger threw one final pass
on the perimeter and joined the
applause.
The Wildcats relish their new rale
as long shots
Seeded only 12th, the NCAA
tournament perennials took an
early 14-point lead yesterday and
advanced to the Midwest Regional
semifinals liy bearing upstart
Cleveland State 71-57.
"Making it to the Sweet 16 feels
great," Budinger said, "Wfe're showing that we're a lot better than what
people thought of ns."
The Wildcats are appearing in
the tournament for the 25th year
in a row, two shy of the record. But
they've never been seeded so low
and drew criticism as undeserving
of a berth.
Now they're bound for the round
of 16 for the 12th time since 1988,
and they'll be the lowest-seeded
team still playing.
"When you look at die NCAA tournament, a lot of times the teams
that get hot at the right time are
teams that had to struggle to get
in," interim coach Kiiss lVnnell said.
"What's happening now doesn't surprise me with Uiis team. VveVe seen
it before at points in the season."
Nic Wise scored 21 points to
lead four double-figure scorers for
die Wildcats (21-131, who earned
a trip to Indianapolis. On Friday
they'll meet the winner of yesterday's game between Louisville and
Siena

»NNH£ISENFEIT

triple-double in the Kansas win.

Dayton runs into hot Kansas team
By Dave Campbell
The Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS—Playing in
his hometown, Cole Aldrich
was pumped up.
Patrollingthcpostfor Kansas
with those long arms, the 6foot-11 sophomore forced the
Dayton Flyers into a whole
bunch of bad shots and sent
them down for a rough landing.
Aldrich put up a triple-double with 13points, 20 rebounds
and a career-high 10 blocked
shots to lead the defending
NCAA champion layhawks
past.l lth-seeded Dayton 60-43
in the second round yesterday.
"I've been blocking shots
since I was a little kid," said
Aldrich, who grew up just a few
miles away in the suburb of
Bloomington. "I was 6 foot in
fifth grade. I had a little height
advantage, or what have you.
That's the one thing I try to do
•if guys get beat. I just try to go
up there and block 'em."
Shaquille O'Neal set the
NCAA tournament record with
11 blocks in a game for LSU in
1992. Shawn Bradlev had 10
in 1991 for BYU. Aldrich's feat,
was, officially, the sixth tripledouble in the history of the
tournament.
Sherron Collins had 25
points to pacethe third-seeded
layhawks (27-7). who moved on
to play the Southern CaliforniaMichigan State winner in the
Midwest Region semifinals
next Friday in Indianapolis.
Chris Wright had 10 points
on 4-for-l6 shooting for
Dayton, which went a woeful 22.2 percent for the game.
Charles Little was 2-for-10, and
Marcus lohnson went 1-for-U.
Frequently settling for off-balance runners or floaters in the

WIIFMDOUE
SCORE: Chase Budinger goes up for a basket in Arizona's win over Cleveland State.

"It's a whole different story
if guys knock down just a few
shots," Wisconsin coach Bo
Ryan said.
Marcus Untby had 18 points
and 10 rebounds for Wisconsin,
and Trevon Hughes had 17
points, but was just 3-for-I6 from
the floor two days after his acrobatic shot beat Florida State in
the first round.
Wisconsin patiently worked
the shot clock and even led by a
point with about 9:10 remaining
before the Musketeers cracked
through.

XAVIER
From Page 8
a great game to advance," Miller
said. "In this tournament, make
no mistake, whoever is on that
line above or below you is going
to be a very good team."
Wisconsin (20-13), which
came back from a 12-point
halftime deficit to beat Florida
State in overtime on Friday, kept
Xavicr off balance, but the tight
defense wasn't quite enough to
overcome 29 percent shooting.

AP PHOTO

ALL-AROUND: Cole Aldrich looks to pass around two Dayton defenders. Aldrich had a

lane, Dayton barely had any
chances for those fast-break
tomahawk dunks Wright has
made his signature this season.
"I guess their flight team, or
whatever they call it, wasn't
flying," Collins said, grinning.
This was Dayton's lowest
scoring total of the season. The
Flyers shot 9-for-40 in the first
half, and the misses didn't stop
there. Mickey Perry's layup cut
the Kansas edge to 35-30 midway through the second half,
but with Aldrich getting a brief
break on the bench Tyrcl Reed
sank a 3-pointer and Collins
followed with a layup to stretch
the lead back to 10.
"A lot of guys on this team
can shoot, but I think you want
it so badly that you go out there
and try to push it a little bit,"
Perry said.
During a 10-minute stretch,
with Aldrich grabbing those
wayward shots and swatting
some of t hem away before they
even got to the rim, the Flyers
went 3-for-20. Meanwhile, the
layhawks — who weren't in
rhythm offensively and sure
needed Aldrich's altering presence underneath on defense
— ran away.
"Sometimes when you miss
good looks, even the open
looks become a little bit more
difficult later on," Kansas
coach Bill Self said.
The Flyers (27-8), one of four
teams given at-large bids from
conferences other than the
big six, beat West Virginia in
the first round for their first
NCAA tourney win since 1990.
Trying to rebuild the program
into a perennial NCAA tournament team under coach Brian
Gregory, though, they were
after more than that.

TENNIS
From Page 8
her WMU opponent 7-6, 6-3. At
the top doubles flight, Chirjcosta
and partner Kelsey Jakupcin
won 8-2.
The Falcons will return home
this upcoming weekend to play
MAC opponents Toledo on
Friday and Eastern Michigan
on Saturday. Both matches are
scheduled to begin at 1 p.m. at
Keefe Courts on campus, weather permitting.
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INJURY
From Page 8

"The end of the game was
emotional," Met n\ said. "The
first thing I did was put my
hands up in the air. and I looked
over at Lauren and obviously
put my hands down tiglil away,
"That feeling ol "you won' jusi
goes away when you see one of
your teammates on the floor."
Coach Curl Miller doesn't
exactly know what happened
"I saw the block, and then it
looked like an awkward landing,'' Miller said. "I don't know,
honestly, if she landed on some
one's foot or if she just landed
awkwardly after the blocked
shot."
Once Miller saw that
Prochaska was safely off the
court and into the tunnel, he
encouraged fans to go back to
celebration mode.
The crowd was in the same
boat as Pontius until lhat
moment.
"When the final bu/zer went
off and we knew that we won,
it was exciting, Pontius said.
"Then you see your star player
down in the cornel, your heart
just stops."
And while the injury was ihe
main focus about Prochaska
after the game, her play during
the game, especially the second
half, was pretty good.
In the five games from the
Miami loss to the Ball State
loss in the Mid-American
Conference
championship

£THAN MtOOC
CLOSE-KNIT: Teammates Nili McCoy (42) Tara Breske. Tracy Pontius (5) and Lmdsey
. (3) surround Lauren Prochaska after site injured her knee in the final second ol
BGs WNIT win over Syracuse yesterday

game. Prochaska had been
Slumping, making just 14-of-54
field goals.
Alter the first half yesterday,
she was l-of-7 and had made
just four free throws.
In the second half. Prochaska
had gotten going a little bit in
the first 16 minutes of the half,
scoring eight points, but she
really turned it up with 3:30 left
in the game.
After a Undsey Gotdsberry
steal. Prochaska took a shot on
the right side ol the three-point
arc, draining a floating three
pointer that gave the Falcons
their first lead of the half.
"That was a big basket,"
Syracuse
coach
Qucntiii
Hillsman said. "She took a big,
big shot."

BASEBALL

1
f^M
IM 1

From
"We had two of the three
phases going today, our hitting
and our defense was pretty dam
good today." Schmilz said. "Our
pitching right from the get-go
wasn't good at all."
Four pitchers combined to,
allow 17 hits, 13 earned runs and
put 10 hatters on either through
walks or hit batsmen.
BG's pitching struggles were
highlighted in the top tenth of
the half as the Broncos scored
the winning run loading the
bases without tallying a single
hit. Uising pitcher Clay Duncan
walked two Broncos and then
leaded the bases hitting a batsman.

Ryan

Shay

^

1 had a 12th inning

\J

1 home run on
1 Saturday

.

Sunday - Broncos: 8,
Falcons: 4
11 was a pitchers duel through
the iiuntil inning, and then in the
fifth, the bats came alive.
In a 40-minute filth inning,
WMU exploded for seven runs on
seven hits, giving them a 7-0 lead
ova 'the falcons.
The Falcons, who had just six
hits on the afternoon, answered
back toWMUs seven-run inning
by scoring three runs in die bottom of the fifth,
WMU scored again in the top
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Duncan
Has become a
surprise pitcher
for the Falcons

of the seventh, bringing the score
to 8-3, and the Falcons answered
again with a run in the bottom of
the inning
In the bottom of the eighth. BG
looked to be making a comeback
wtien they loaded the bases with
one out, but were unable to bring
any runs across the plate.
"We had some chances, but we
didn't capitalize," Schmitz said.
"Today the hitting wasn't there,
that's for sure."
Tuesday at 3 run., the Falcons
will face Findlav at Steller field

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
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From there, she hit five of the
remaining eight Falcon points
as well as the two blocks at the
end of the game.
But now the Falcons will have
to play the waiting game to see
il Prochaska will be available lor
Thursday's WNIT game against
Indiana at Anderson Arena.
And even though it's uncertain at this time. McCoy is acting as if Prochaska will be in
the lineup.
"I'm not even thinking about
her missing the next game,"
Met O) said.
But Miller knows the injury
is likely serious, given the fact
Prochaska was crying in pain as
she was helped off the court.
"We've never seen her cry."
Miller said.
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Private military companies
continue to be controversial

lajor retailers propose
alternatives to debated bil
By Hop. Y.-n
The Associated Press

By Anna FUharty
The Associated Press

RODEDMOUNDS I M> PHOTO

ADDRESSING THE ISSUES: In this March 16 file pholo. Treasury Secretary Timothy
Geithnet makes remarks to small business owners, community lenders and members of
Congress in the East Room of the White House in Washington. Geithnet is putting the
finishing touches on a plan to get toxic assets off the books of the country's struggling banks,
according to administration and industry officials.

Government officials
question strategy to
tax bailout bonuses
By Philip Elliott
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The White
House said yesterday that using
tax law to pry bonuses from
bailed-out company executives
is "a dangerous way to go" and
a Republican senator advised
against Congress "grabbing its
pitchforks and charging up the
hill" in pursuit of the cash.
While acknowledging public outrage over $165 million in
bonuses paid by a financial firm
that had turned to taxpayers for
aid. the administration's economic advisers said President
Barack Obama wouldn't "govern
out of anger."
In the latest campaign toswaya
skeptical public that Washington
could right an ailing economy
and reassure Wall Street that better days were possible, the advisers expressed optimism that
Obama's policies would work.
Meanwhile. Sen. ludd Gregg, RN.H., predicted they would run
the country into bankruptcy and
that the president's budget proposal was doomed to failure.
"The practical implications
of this is bankruptcy for the
United States. There's no other
way around it," Gregg said. "If we
maintain the proposals which
areinthis budget overthe 10-year
period that this budget covers,
this country will go bankrupt.
People will not buy our debt; our
dollar will become devalued."
White House Council of
Economic Advisers chairwoman
Christina Romer defended the
stimulus package and financial
rescue plan. "I have every expectation, as do private forecasters,
that we will bottom out this year
and actually be growing again by
the end of the year," she said.
Before that, though, Obama's
economic team has to deal with
a House-backed plan that would
tax American International

Group Inc. executives 90 percent
of bonuses paid this year. The
president, they added, didn't
embrace the populist legislation.
Rep. Barney Frank, the
Massachusetts Democrat who
heads the powerful banking
committee, supported the legislation but said Washington
should consider more steps,
including suing AIG to recoup
the money. The government has
an 80 percent equity stake in the
financial giant, a position Prank
said should be used "to assert
our rights."
The White House and Senate
Democrats, including Senate
banking chairman Kent Conrad,
urged restraint, instead hoping
executives would voluntarily
return their bonuses.
Vice President Joe Biden's economic adviser, Jared Bernstein,
criticized the AIG tax plan as it
headed to the Senate, where it
was likely to be modified with
bipartisan backing.
"I think the president would be
concerned that this bill may have
some problems in going too far
— the House bill may go too far
in terms of some — some legal
issues, constitutional validity,
using the tax code to surgically
punish a small group," Bernstein
said. "That may be a dangerous
way to go."
Not going anywhere: Treasury
Secretary Timothy Geithner.
Obama
defended
his
embattled treasury secretary
in an interview with CBS' "60
Minutes," saying he still has faith
in Geithner and that if Geithner
offered to resign, the answer
would be, "Sorry buddy, you've
still got the job."
Sen. Richard Shelby of
Alabama, the Republicans' top
lawmaker on the banking committee, said his confidence in
Geithner "is waning every day,"
but he stopped short of calling
for Geithner's resignation.

_— Brain Awareness Day
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WASHINGTON — The military
buildup in Afghanistan is stoking a surge of private security
contractors despite a string of
deadly shootings in Iraq in
recent years that has called into
question the government's ability to manage the guns lor hire.
In recent online postings,
the military has asked private
security companies to protect
traveling convoys and guard
U.S. bases in troubled southern
provinces such as I lelmand and
Kandahar. And if truckers hired
lo transport fuel for the military
want protection, they can hire
their own armed guards, the
military says.
The Bush administration
expanded the use of such companies with the onset of the wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan because
it can save the military time and
money. But the practice lost
muchofitsappeal with Congress
after September 2007, when
five guards with what was then
called Blackwater Worldwide
(the company recently changed
its name to Xe) opened fire in a
crowded Baghdad square and
killed 17 Iraqis.
Those killings followed a 2006
incident in which a drunken
Blackwater employee fatally shot
an Iraqi politician's bodyguard.
Now, as President Barack
Obama plans to send more U.S.
personnel to Afghanistan to
boost security and diplomatic
efforts, more contractors are
preparing to deploy, too.
Still, serious questions
remain as to how these private
forces are managed, when they
can use deadly force and what
happens if they break the rules.
"We understand the difficulty
of providing for the security of
the Department of Defense facilities," Sen. Carl Levin, chairman
of the Senate Armed Services
Committee, wrote Defense
Secretary Robert Gates on Dec. 9.
"However, the proposed
contract would appear to dramatically expand the use of
private security contractors
in Afghanistan." Levin said,
adding that the reliance on
contractors in Iraq resulted in
"widespread abuses."
Levin, D-Mich., wrote to
Gates after The Washington
Post reported on the contract
bid for armed guards at U.S.
bases in southern Afghanistan.
In his letter, he noted the 2009
National Defense Authorization
Act, which warns the Defense
Department against outsourcing security operations "in
uncontrolled or unpredictable
high-threat environments."
Complicating matters is
that the armed guards hired in
Afghanistan most likely won't be
U.S. citizens. According to Gates,
only nine out of the 3,847 security

WASHINGTON—Three major
retailers on Saturday laid out
bnnd details of an alternative
proposal they hope will fend
off a deadlock over a hotly contested bill making it easier lor

workers to unionize,
Starbucks

HARAZ H GUH4NBURY
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MAKING REMARKS: In this March 4 file
photo Sen Carl Levin. D-Mich. responds
to questions on Capitol Hill in Washington
"We understand the difficulty of providing for
the security of the Department of Defense
facilities." Levin, chairman of the Senate
Armed Services Committee, wrote Defense
Secretary Robert Gales on Dec. 9.2008

contractors in Afghanistan have
U.S. passports.
Some lawmakers worrj
that arming non-US. citizens
to protect American bases or
convoys poses a security risk in
a country rile with corruption
and on the defensive against
the militant Taliban.
Gates defended the practice
in his Feb. 17 response to Levin.
"The use of contractor security
personnel is vital to supporting
the forward-operating bases
in certain parts of the country
and in continuing our efforts to
employ local nationals whenever possible," the Pentagon
chief said.
Sen. John McCain, the top
Republican on the Senate
Armed Services Committee,
agrees.
"If Afghans are qualified to
do jobs, we want them to do
jobs," McCain, R-Ariz., said in
an interview.
Despite Gates' assurances,
Levin said in a statement to the
Associated Press that he would
"continue to actively review the
issue and to consider the need
for legislation."
But so far. Congress has
struggled to close even the
most glaring of legal loopholes
governing security contractors
in war zones.
While the law says U.S. courts
have jurisdiction over defense
contractors working in a war
zone, it leaves in question those
supporting other agencies,
such as the Blackwater guards
hired by the State Department
and involved in the Baghdad
shooting.
In October 2007. the House
voted 389-30 to give U.S. courts
jurisdiction over all contractors
in a war zone. But momentum
on the bill stalled after the Bush
administration raised objections. The Senate version of
the bill, introduced by Barack
Obama when he was an Illinois
senator, never received a vote.
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EFFICIENCIES
451 THURSTIN AVENUE
torus #e s»«r front Oflenlam.
Furntshed efficiency apatmems with fuh 681,1
Assigned parking and laundry|n the
"'
One Person Occupancy Only
One Year- S370 00 per month
School Year • S395.00 per nontfi

PETS ALLOWED
with a $300.00 nonrefundable pet
deposit at these buildings:
517 E.Reed
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street
640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733.755.777 Manville

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 E. REED STREET- At Thurshn
rum. Of Unfum. One Bdrm One Bath
One Year • One Person - $400 00 per month
One Year - Two People - $18) 00 per month
School Year - One Person ■ $(65.00 per month.
School Year - Two People - $540.00 per month

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn Or Unfum OneBrjra One Bath.
One Year • One Person -$355110 per month
One Year ■ Two People • S405 00 pet month
School Year • One Person • $390 00 per month
School Year • Two People ■ $470.00 pet month

707-727 THIRD STREET
Fum Or Unfurn. One Bdrrn. One Bath
One Year • One Person - $355.00 per month
One Yen - Two People - $395 00 per month
School Year ■ One Person - $400.00 per month
School Year ■ Two People ■ $455.00 per month

720 SECOND STREET
Fum. Or Unfum One Bdrrn, One Bath
One Year • One Person ■ $365 00 per month
One Year • Two People • $41500 per month
School Year - One Person • $415.00 per month
School Year • Two Peop-e $485.00 per month

825 THIRD STREET- Pels Allowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Furn Or Unfum. One Bdrrn, One Bath
One Year - One Person - $370 00 per month
One Year ■ Two People - $410.00 per month
School Year - One Person - $435.00 per month.
School Year ■ Two People • $480.00 per month

Fum. Or Unfum One Bdrrn, One Bath
One Year • One Person • $110.00 per month.
One Year • Two People • $440 00 per month.
School Year • One Person • $465 00 per month.
School Year - Two People - $49500 per month

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
505 CLOUGH STREET-Behind Kinko's.
Furn. Or Unfurn One Bath & Eitra Vanity
One Year ■ One Person • $430 00 per month
One Year - Two People • $530 00 per month.
School Year ■ One Person - $500 00 per month
School Year - Two People - $630 00 per month.

521E. MERRY- Near Offenhauer.
Fum. Or Unfum. Two Bdrrn, One Bath
One Year - One Person - $445 00 per month.
One Year • Two People - SS65.O0 per month.
School Year - One Person - $545.00 per month

•:":. Vn hi ?-::; HKNptriMll

402 HIGH STREET

835 FOURTH STREET

Fum. Or Unfum Two Bdrrn. One Bath
One Year - One Person - $410.00 per month.
One Year - Two People ■ $490 00 per month.
School Year - One Person - $460 00 pet month
School Year • Two People • $590 00 per month

Fum Or Unfum Two bedrooms, 1.5 Bath
One Year • One Person • $440.00 per month
One Year • Two People - $490.00 per month
School Year ■ Ore Person - $500.00 per month.
School Year ■ Two People ■ $590 00 per month

701 FOURTH STREET

840-850 SIXTH STREET

3 bedroom, 1 bath
Unfurnished House
Limit 3- lease 5/8/09-5/7/10

Fum. Or Unfurn One Bath W/ Vanity m Bdims.
One Year - One Person ■ $420 00 per month.
One Year ■ Two People • $52000 per month
School Year ■ One Person ■ $490 00 per month
School Year > Two People • $620 00 pet month

Fum. Or Unfurn. Two full baths.
One Year ■ One Person - $490.00 pe' month
One Year • Two People - $540.00 per month
School Year • One Person • $550 00 per month
School Year - Two People • $650 00 per month

53Q[erovAve

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH
or 818 SEVENTH STREET

831 SEVENTH STREET-Pets Atawd

4 bedroom, 2 bath
Unfurnished House
Limit 5-lease 5/15/09-5/14/10

FumOrUnturnOneBathSHa'iVarwy
One Year • One Person • $415 00 per month
One Year • Two People - $475 00 per month
School Year • One Person ■ $465 00 per month
School Year - Two People - $56500 per month

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

611 Fourth Si
$1,500*.:
'utilities
5 bedroom, 2 bath
Unfurnished House
Limit 5 - Available Now - 5/10/10

Unfurnished 15 baths, dishwasher
One Year ■ One Person • $430 00 per month
One Year • Two People ■ $530 00 per month.
School Year ■ One Person ■ $495 00 per month
School Year - Two People ■ SEX 00 per month

Fum. Or Unfum. One Bath 8 Hal Vanity
One Year - One Person - $430.00 per month
One Year ■ Two People - $490 00 per month
School Year • One Person ■ $480 00 per month
School Year - Two People - $565.00 per month

FOREST APARTMENT-Napoleon
Fum. Or Unfum One Bath, hall vanity
One Year - One Person • $115 00 per month.
One Year - Two People - S47S00 per month.
School Yeai • One Person • $465 00 per month
School Year • Two People - $555 00 per month

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2009-2010

SI3.99 Margarita Pitchers

August Leases Available

Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

SATURDAY

SIGN UP TODAY!
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SUNDAY
Kids Under 5 Eal FREE1

Free Delivery within S miles

201 Wanwllle
3 bedroom, 2 bath
Unfurnished House
Limit3 - lease 5/15/09-5/14/10

Corp..

Poods Market Inc. and Costco
Wholesale Corp. are opposed
to portions of the labor-friendly Employee Free Choice Act,
which would take away the
tight of employers to demand
secret-ballot elections by workers before unions could be
formed. Under the legislation,
unions could gain representation if a majority of workers
sign cards authorizing it.
Still, the companies say
they recognize that simply
opposing the bill might prove
futile given a iinion-lricndly
environment in Washington
in which Democrats control
Congress. So the companies
on Saturday announced an
ad hoc committee aimed at
pushing through alternatives.
Their proposals will seek to
maintain management's right
to demand a secret ballot election and would leave out binding arbitration.
The three retailers want to
toughen penalties for companies that retaliate against
workers before union elec-

tions, while at the same time
stiffen penalties for union violations.
"We believe in and trust our
employees, which is neither
anti-union nor pro-status quo."
said lames Sinegal of Costco.
He said the group's proposals
"will ensure a fair opportunity for workers to make an
informed choice, with a secret
ballot, whether they want a
union or whether they wish to
retain non-union status.'
It was unclear whether the
broad principles of the alter
native plan will gain traction
on tin issue where both labor
and business have drawn firm
lines.
Business groups have mobilized like never before to lobby
against the Employee 1 ree
Choice Act — also known as
card check — with Congress
expected to consider the
measure later this summer
Word thai three of the most
recognizable companies in
the nation were even thinking
about compromise provoked a
wave of outrage from the business community, which has
been maintaining a position of
zero compromise.
"Small business remains
steadfastly opposed to compromising on card check legislation," lirad Close, a vice president of the National Federation
of Independent Business said
Saturday.
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Ohio law enforcement fails to
decertify convicted officers
By Andrew W.lsh Huggim
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Bobby
Cults |r. was notorious in the
law enforcement community
because of lm crime: while still
a police officer, he killed his lover
and their unborn child
Stripping him of his police
powers should have been routine. But the stale didn't begin
tike process until i In Associated
Press asked about his status.
Cutts was one of It) officers
convicted in the past live years
that the AC found still had the
authority to make an arrest or
carryagun, at least on paper. The
state now says it's taking a more
aggressive approach to find
ing such convictions In hopes
of catching the cases thai fall
through the cracks.
The Ohio Peace Officei
Training Academy says it doesn't
know how man) convictions it
misses but believes the number
is small.
The agency alsi i says t he number doesn't matter.
"Law enforcement does not
want the public to believe that
any officer lias an opportunirj
(obeapeaceoffri ei once they've
been convicted ol a crime," said
Bob Ratal, a liaison with federal
police for the at ademy.
Ohio, with about 35,000 police
officers, decertified 19 officers in
2007. the last year lull data on all
completed cases was available.
Under slate law, police officers
charged with serious crimes .ire
decertified once they are convicted. Merer) resigning or being
fired does not mean an officer
would lose his police powers Hie
crimes include murder, thelt and
robbery
Once the process begins it's a
simple matter of paperwork. Hut
it can be difficult finding those
officers, with timing and the type
of conn sometimes complicating
matters.
The state relies on courts to
report convictions and tracks
media reports of arrested officers.
In the past, the academy asked
prosecutors to verify a comic-

COLUMBUS, Ohio — The
number of people with mental
illnesses living in Ohio nursing homes is the third higliesi
in the nation, according to an
Associated Press analysis of
numbers obtained through the
Freedom of Information Act.
The state's nursing home
population of mentally ill adults
between the ages of 22 and 04
grewto9,361 last year.an increase
of 39 percent from 2002
Ohio's growth rate ranks 33rd
and reflects a national trend
spurred by the closing of stale
mental institutions, a shortage
of hospital psychiatric beds and
an increasing number of nursing home beds that are available
because today's healthier elderly
are more likely to live in their
own homes
"Whal has been sold is the
idea thai nursing homes are a
warehouse lor old people," said
Jeffrey Webster, an attorney for
the Ohio Academy of Nursing
Homes, which represents about
230 homes for senior citizens
and Ihe menially ill. "And that is
jusl not true anymore."
Figures from the Centers for
Medicare and Meiluaul Sen ires
show nearly 125.000 young and
middle-aged adults with serious
menial illness lived in U.S. nursing homes last year.
For some senior citizens liv-
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Have the summer of your life in Northeast Pennsylvania!
If you love children and want a caring, fun environment
we need counselors, program directors and other staff
—j—from June 21 to August 17,2008.
TNTEfttfteW'^DlllTOU'S'1TEIv1PE'e'/<MPUS,FEBR0'ARY"5-TM?
Select the camp that selects the best staff!
Call 1.215.944.3069
or apply online at wvvw.campvvaynegirjs.com
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reporting system: Officers who
commit crimes are often prosecuted by federal courts, which
aren't bound by stale laws No
federal law requires such reporting
rhe state began decertifying
six former officers com icted in
federal courts alter their cases
were pointed out by Ihe Al'.
Those
included
former
Zanesville police officers convicted of scheming to steal cocaine
from a Columbus drug dealer
and sell it in Zanesville, a city of

I ambes said his office called the
training academy after Sean Beck
and Trevor Pilsner, both members of the city department were
arrested in 2007
Beck, who pleaded guilty last
year, has a hearing in April on
his request to withdraw his plea.
Fustier is serving a 6?-ycar sentence.
"We don't want anybody to slip
through the cracks and get hired
by a department later on and find
out thai department hired somebody who shouldn't be a police
officer," Lambes said.
lames llonini, clerk of the federal courts covering Ihe southern
half of Ohio, acknowledged the
apparent problem created by differing slate and federal requirements.
Since the federal courts prosecute relatively few |X>lice officers,
it shouldn't be difficult to single
out the cases and alert the slate,
said U.S. District Court ludge
Edmund Sargus, who presided
over the Zanesville drug case.
CuttS, 31, escaped a death sentence when a jury sentenced him
lo life with parole possible alter
57 years. He has appealed Itis
conviction,
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1 Contrary current
5 Spanking blows
10 Time-out period

14 Sole
15
16
17
20
21
22
26
30
31
32
33
34
35
39
41
42
45
47

"The Merry _ Waltz"
Related (to)
Get rich at others' expense
March middle
Sushi delicacy
Nevertheless
Flashing lights
Expunges
Social service studies
Tableland
Church regulations
Not sol
Keyboarding maneuver
Ballpark tig.
Spurs on
Lend support
Canadian fuzz
Spain's peninsula

Hi. in, \n\* will not knowingly accept
tdwUMBMflU that discriminate, of
tncoUUft discimunition against any
individual or group on the basis of race.
-" mini, cirnl. religion, national otlgin.
loua) oritnmkm, disability Mann H ■
veteran, or on ihe basis of any ot net k-gally
jiiijii'. tut sums
1 In- IK > NBM tCHIVM the right to decline.

discontinue 01 ptvta mj idvaniHmmi
MUII ll ilmse found lo he dcfamalory.
ia< king in tactual I>>M> rnlileadlngoi i-i«
in nature AII advcnlnnanu an lubteci
lo editing and approval.

Services Offered
Roe Automotive and
Transmission Repair, best rate.
quality ASE cert, repair, student
discounts avail Call 419-601-2478.

Wanted
Frickers team seeking
Competitive Mens Softball Players.
Sun nights. Pacesetter Park.
Sylvania. OH
Call Bob Miller at 419-474-1733

Emma's twins?
Old French coin
Illuminated
Pops
Fictional books
Garden blooms
Make beer
Tip off
Privy to
Porker's pad
"Annabel Lee" poet
Do nny brook
Lyric poem
Chill
Go-ahead sign
Comic routine
Slightly shifty

36 Beaver-like rodent
37 West Indies island
38 Hillerman's detective
49
50
51
52
53
61
62
63
64
65

Presses to commit penury
Escorts to jail
Caesar's seven
Nastase of tennis
Embrace life
Workbench implement
Be wild about
Anthracite, e.g.
Evergreen shrubs
Inroad beginnings
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Or call 419.352.3568

bio won Wooster Bawling Orson

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

"BARTENDING! up to S3007day No

315 Leroy - 3BR, 2 bath. W/D.
$900/mo •util. avail mid May
Call 419-575-1555

Avail now. newly remodeled apt w/
3 BR. each w/ pnv. bath & entrance.
Close to campus, S995'mo * elec
Call 419-708-9981.

exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Earn extra S, students needed ASAP
Earn up to S150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791
Part-time Project Asst hiring now tor
Summer & Fall. MBA is a plus, not
required; or Business undergrad.
Strong work ethic, communication, &
writing skills. Interesting projects,
broad-based learning, good people
20 hours/wk, paid. Fax: 698-1260 or

IObS@5ava3ecQnsultina.com,
For Rent

1 & 2 BR apts close to campus,
S395-550/mo * electric, pet friendly.
Avail now & Aug. call 419-708-9981.
1 & 2 BR apts. quiet. Sign up now tor
fall, save up to S1200
Susan- 419-841-9816, 419-345-4768
12 month leases starling May 2009,
841 3rd - 3BR duplex, $945 ♦ util,
453 S Prospect A -3BR duplex
S690/mo + utilities,
420 S. College - 3BR house
S700/mo + utilities,
849 6th C -1 BR, S330/mo ♦ util,
322 E. Court #2 -1BR, S430 mcl util,
Smith Apt. Rentals
www.bgapartments.com

419-352-8917
2 BR turn, 12 month or 1 yr lease.
$510/mo incl. heat, water, sewer,
gas & cable. Call 419-494-8208
2 roommates needed, 3 BR 2 bath
house near campus S385/mo. incl.
util. cable & internet. 419-419-9029.

3BR house close to campus. 2 car
garage, gas heat, C'A, $775/mo.
Immed occupancy. 419-878-5626
426 E. Wooster. Large 3 BR apt,
great location! Avail. Fall 2009

$950/mo. util. Incl. call 419-352-5882
426 E Wooster. Lg. 1 Bdrm.
avail Fall 2009, $475/mo. utils incl.
Call 419-352-5882
5 « 3 BR houses/apts.
available May & August,
Call 419-353-2787 & leave message
Avail, summer &/or 1 st semester
only, see Cartyrentals com
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.
Basement Apt„ Near Campus
$350/mo, util. incl.
Call 419-352-5882
Fifth Street apt, 2BR, 2 bath,
$535/mo + util.
Call Jack or Phil at 800-829-8638
Highland Management
1/2 off rent any month, New Low
Prices on Specific Properties.
Pet friendly, call 419-354-6036,
www bghighlandmgmt com

3 BR units. 1/yr leases.
avail. May-Aug '09,
Scott Hamilton 8 5th St. also
2 BR apts. 1/yr lease, avail May or
Aug '09, 4th St Pets allowed
S500/mo -Mjas & elec. 419-409-1110.

VTJT\

TANNING
CENTER
Xtrvi^ rJC, 4«2 I960

32 Rooms fluailable!!

Use your package al any ol our locations

NEW CUSTOMER SPECIALS
• OH£ TIMff PURCHASE ■

»S0UTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
5 beds, 2 booths
419-353-8826
appl. available
*THEWASH HOUSE
248 N Main
17 beds. 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appt. needed
Tantv ngCenterBG.com

Call 419-352-6064 or go to
www.froboserentals.com
Just a couple great housesl
Lrg 3 BR near campus, game room,
garage, W/D. air. pet friendly.
May or Aug Call 419-806-4219
Summit Hill 414 / 418 S. Summit St.
2+BR. A/C. garage, W/D, remodeled,
spacious, pet friendly, new low price!
Avail Now -1 BR's @ The Highlands.
Call 419-354-6036

Delivering

tlVYW00DAPTS.#t
#J_Bdrms./Studios #
Winter Special: *
Reduced Rent *
A Near BGSU. private afc
J patio/entrance, extra j^
*T storage, pets welcome *T
# short-term leases avail, fl
♦ No Security Deposit *
M, if you movie in before JL
2
3/31/09.*
^
~ 419-352-7691 BHO£
Restrictions Apply*

SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
11:OOAM
UNTIL

3:00AM

11:00AM
UNTIL

2:OOAM

•tBk,

***##♦***

www.sambs.com

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
www. preferredpropertiesco. com

2 VMS FOR $5«»
Cms standard • On«P»«m«*«

Tan for as low
I as $15 a month
•CALL FOR DETAILS'

5 beds, 1 booth
cloiest to campus

HOUSES - RENT SPECIAL
FREE FIRST MONTHS RENT
OR S99 SECURITY DEPOSIT
May lease
2 Orchard Circle.
1/2 btck from campus, near windmill,
4 BR, 2 bath, $900'mo. good cond
August 2009 Leases
227 S College, 3 BR. 1 bath,
S900/mo, good condition.
129B S. College. 1/2 block from
campus, 1 BR, 1 bath. S375/mo

DAY&

SH,

3 BR house, 404 S College
S600/mo plus util.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850

r

> THE HEAT
904 E Wooster
419-352-3588

Santa's helper
Name tor an unknown
Genetic letters
Still
Stockholm populace
Electrician, at times
Small ruckuses
Freight weight
Custard-apple variety
Pushed toward empty
out (barely make do)
Sibling nickname
Blast letters
39
Queen bee's residence 40
Cool and calm
Haw's partner
Mine deposit
Kitchen fixture
Jacob's twin
Beach tracts
Around the bend
Period
Clouds' milieu
Bamboo stems
Zoo structures

[nTERHET
(ERVI(E(
slinup anllne
'

"09-10 SY tew remaining houses.
11rg house left, 8 allowed on lease,
promo 50" HD TV Hat screen w/ hse,
new hardwood floor, 2 blks campus,
cartyrentals.com, 419-353-0325

419-372-6977
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2.1.000 in eastern Ohio.
Zanesville police Chief Eric
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Runkle, executive director of the
t )hio I lealth Care Association.
The rule allows admittance
based on a doctor's signature,
lining patients bypass independent, face-to-face admissions
reviews.
"They could go back on the
Street, but in many cases, that
is not a safe alternative," Van
liunklc said. "Skilled nursing
facilities, for better or worse, end
up being the only location for
them."
Other people with serious
menial illness are admitted
through the regular screening process because they have
health care needs lhal justify
them being in a nursing home,
he said.

1

LH

Etic lambes | Zanesville police Chief

ing in nursing homes alongside
younger residents who have
schizophrenia, depression or
bipolar disorder, tlie development raises safety concerns.
No
government
agency
keeps count of killings or serious assaults committed by the
mentally ill against the elderly
in nursing homes. But the 2006
beating death of a 77-year-old
man al a South Toledo home is
one of a number of violent incidents in recent years.
A Medicaid provision lhal
allows for 30-day convalescent
stays al nursing homes after hospital treatment is another reason
why so many younger mentally
ill adults are being placed in
nursing homes, said Peler Van

U

■*'

somebody who shouldn't be a police officer."
lion if there wasn't official not ire.
Now the agency assigns Investigators to verify the information
themselves.
"We just can't dump on the
courts on this thing," Ratal said.
"It'salllawenlorceinent'sresponability to take care of our own."
But it's still unclear how CuttS
slipped through the system.
Ratal, until recently the academy's interim director, knew
about the case from the day in
lune 2007 that Cutts was arrested
in the slaying of lesse Davis Most
police officers did.
Hut for whatever reason, that
knowledge didn't transfei in
decertification.
I was aware of it. And I think
the stall was even aware of it
here," Ratal said. "As to why there
was no action taken on it. I can't
respond."
Canton police Chief Dean
McKimm says the department
notified the state once Cutts
lesigned in 2007.
state law requires a judge who
sentences a police officer to notify the clerk of courts of the conviction. Ihe clerk must then tell
the state.
But (lutts resigned before goi ng
ID trial. That means be was no
longer a police officer when senlenied last year by fudge Charles
Brown of Stark County Common
Pleas Court
Brown noted that fact when
asked whether he should have
reported Cutts' conviction. He
declined to comment further or
to say whether he thought there
was a problem with the law. "I'm
a judge: I'm not a legislator," he
said.
Cults was convicted Feb. 15,
2008.1 le was decertified Feb. 2 of
this year.
Another problem with the

*
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the cracks and get hired by a department
later on and find out that department hired

more mentally ill adults
The Associated Press

brought to you by
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"We don't want anybody to slip through

Nursing homes seeing
By Matt Reed

WWWBGVIEWS.COM
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LOTIONS
.

UP TO

40% Off

EVERYDAY!

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apis. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8-4.30
530 S. Maple St

419-352-9378

